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"We are faced with the problem of wilding a new v.Drld; we have to 

reorient the old values of many contrasting and contradictory cultural 

systems into a new fonn which will use rut transcend than all, draw 

on their respective strengths and allo.v for their respective weak

nesses. We have to ruild a culture richer and rrore rewarding than any 

that the ~rld has ever seen. This can only be done through a disci

plined science of human relations and such a science is ruilt by drav,ring 

out fran very detailed, concrete materials the relevant abstractions 

- the vocab.llary which will help us to plan an integrated vorld." 

Gregory Bates and .Margaret Mead, 83.linese Qaracter. New York: 

New York Academy of Sciences, 1942, p. xvi. 
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CHAPTER I 

:rmror:ucrrrn 

In a world where distances between nations and cultures becare 

srraller every day, interest in crosscultural tmderstanding is nendatory. 

In politics, business and everyday life the need to understand the 

culturally different beccrres ever nore acute. In the field of psycho

logy the question nay be asked whether or not the assi.mptions, goals 

and techniques of Western style psychotherapy are tmiversally 

ar:plicable. Sare aspects of our culturally tainted perspective are 

listed by Kinzie (1978) as 

••• the desirability of change, the fact that learning or develop
rrenta.l difficulties play an etiological role, that a deficit can 
be corrected by relearning, that there is a relevance of human 
relationships, that the abilities of the therapist are enhanced by 
training, and that this process is tine-linked (p. 511). 

Apart from such differences in culb.rral values, can an Anerican or 

European therapist be expected to understand the feelings collTT1lll1icated 

by a client f ran Nigeria or Japan? It has been suggested that the 

'difficulties of crosscultural psychotherapy are so severe that effective 

crosscultural therapy is irrp:>ssible. 

Purpose of the Stu:ly 

The present stu:ly will focus on one specific aspect of cross-

cultm-aI therapy, differences in ncnverbal (NV) behavior. Hunan 

social interaction consists not only of verbal exchanges, but also of 

NV acts connected with facial expression, posture, aHJearance, tone of 

voice and a different usage of space and tine. The irrportance of NV 
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behavior as a carrier of information on 010tion and attib.lde has been 

cnnfirmed repeatedly. Researchers who have sb.rlied these issues include 

Argyle, Alkema and Gilnour, 1971: Berm:tn, Shulnan and Marwit, 1976: 

Cline, Atzet and Holmes, 1972: and Friedman, 1978. In these studies 

the crnmunicative value of the verbal arrl ronverbal aspect of a message 

are measured and canpared, the ronverbal aspect frequently emerging as 

the rrore effective one. 

It is cx:mronly believed that different societies have their own 

nil es for NV behavior. Pop.ilar examples are easy to find: the respect

ful hissing of the Japanese, the elaoorate gesticulation of the Southern 

European, the Arab who likes to stand so close that. an lrnerican feels 

canpelle:l to back up. But the oonfusion a therapist can find himself 

in working with a foreign client is not alleviated by a list of simple 

"do's" and "don'ts". The trerapist continually gathers infonnation 

in his attanpt to understarrl as thoroughly as i:ossible. Sane of this 

information is received and processed outside of his direct awareness, 

"NV signals being particularly likely to fall into this category. Such 

out-of--awareness infornation is, of rourse, not questioned or checked 

and can becane a source of misunderstanding. Not only can the therapist 

fonn false ideas arout the client's feelings or attitudes, rut he may 

re..si:ond with an equally unchecked NV nessage. The likelihood of such 

NV miscamunication is greater in crosscultural sessions where the 

same smile or i:osture can nean different things in the two cultural 

l:Bckgrounds involved. 

Despite the imrortance of the correct int.e.rpretation of NV signals, 

ooverage of this topic has rot been very systematic to date. There 
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have been sate experirrents with NV behavior in different world regions, 

and several ~rists have searched for universal patterns. Few, if 

any, studies focus directly on the problerrs connected with NV behavior 

as they nay occur in crosscultural. psychotherapy. 

This study will atterrpt to fill this need for a camon focus and 

systerratic approach. It will provice an extensively armotated biblio

graphy of descriptive naterial., prereded by an overview of the historical 

developrrent of the topic and of the atterrpts of today's social scientists 

to provide it with a cognitive franework. It is hoi:;ed that this thesis 

will provide a directory for therapists involved in crosscultural 

therapy, and that it will encourage further research in this relatively 

unexplored area. 

Srope and Limitations 

Nonverbal. behavior, or "lx:>dy language", has beccne a popular 

subject for many psychology writers today. The picture presented in 

sorre of these works is that NV rressages are as easily read as verbal 

, ones, once you learn the trick. Nothing is further from the truth. 

As Hall (1977) puts it: 

Far from being a superficial form of cxmmmication that can be 
consciously nanipulated, nonverbal corrm.mication systems are 
interwoven with the fabric of the personality and into society 
itself, even rooted in how one experienres oneself a.S a man or a 
woman (p. 82) • 

The influence of culture on NV behavior is not a clearcut issl.E, 

and one has to keep in mind that every systematic approach to the 

topic will neCEssarily irrply sorre oversirrplification. Che tmavoidable 

limitation is the perreption of the foreign client purely as a repre-

sentative of his culture, not so much as a i:;erson in his own right, 
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with personal experiences that uniquely influence the way he expresses 

himself. Similarly, the culture un::ler discussion is taken as a static 

entity, where in fact it rray be very nnJch in flux, changing its 

intrinsic rules under the impact of mass rredia and v-Drldwide travel. 

But as long as such artificial derrarcation lines are unavoidable, let 

them at least be stated clearly. 

This thesis is concerned with NV behavior in different culture 

groups. The NV behavior that is nost interesting for therapists is 

that which conveys arotional states. Which of the NV channels are 

specifically ooncemed with enotion, h:Jwever, has not been detennined 

as yet. Many say that only the face expresses emotion. But the aro

tional rontent of the i:osture of a baglady in a city park, or of the 

old guitarist: in a painting by Picasso can hardly be denied. In order 

not to exclude any expressions that might i:ossibly be motional, this 

thesis deals with all NV behavior that may occur in the course of 

therapy, except deliberately designed sign languages. "NV behavior" 

, and "NV expression of arotion" are therefore used interchangeably. In 

addition, some auth:>rs prefer the tenn "NV o:mrnunication" when there 

is an obvious intention to romnunicate. Since IIDst psychotherapists 

are likely tn be interested in intended as well as unintended NV 

messages articles on NV CXJJTTTUnication will also be included. 

NJ limits have been set roncerning the inclusion of specific 

v.Drld regions. In fact, studies from all oontinents are included. 

The term "culture" as it is used here does not apply, hcMever, to sub

cultural groups and ethnic minorities as they can be fmmd within the 

oourrlaries of one oountry. 
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'I11e bibliography CDntains material both on quality and on quantity 

of NV l>Pllavior, as both factors can be culturally determined. It feci.

tures articles that address one specific culture and those t11at ~e 

date fran several cultures. 

Lastly, it includes studies iliat focus on encoding as well as on 

decoding of J\1V behavior. 'I11ese ~ concepts refer to ilie ccmrunica

tion process involved and emphasize eiilier ilie translation fran erotion~ 

to J\1V expression (e.g. sadness is encoded as a sad face or crying), or 

that fran J\1V expression to BTDtional rreaning (e.g. my sad face is 

decooed by ilie other as sadness) . Boili iliese stages can be colored 

by culture, and both approaches are therefore included in t11is 

t11esis. 

~tives on Enotion 

Different theories of errotion have been developed, rrost of which 

can be subsurred under a fundairelltal dichotany: dirrensional vs. typ:>lo

gical. 'I11ose who adopt the dirrensional approach define enntion as one 

,or rrore dirrensions characteristic of all behavior or of a large part of 

it. 

Spencer (1855) was the first to state that one dinension of 

errotion, pleasantness-unpleasantness, transcended all other distinctions. 

Wundt 's fonnulation (1896) added relaxation-tension and calrn-exciterrent. 

A six-step linear scale of BTOtion was developed by ~rth (1938) 

and redefined by Schlosberg (1954) as a tlrree dirrensional scherre fea

turing pleasantness-unpleasantness, attention-rejection and sleep

tension. Osgood (1966) attenpted to cx:tnbine ilie idea of separate 

motions wiili the dim?nsional approach. He viewed a discreet errotion 
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as a roint in a ITUl ti-<liJren_sional space, representing a certain degree 

of one or nore properties. Of course, while arotion was seen as di1ren

sional so was arotion expression, and numerous experirrents on the 

judganent of facial expression were corrlucted to back these theories. 

Where researchers made their focus crossculblral these sb.ldies have 

been ircludErl in our bibliography. 

'111e typological approach to erotion is rrore familiar to rrost. 

Enotion is here divided into classes or types. An authori t:y in the 

field is Tcrnkins (1964} who fonnulatErl the follo..;ring errotion types and 

expressions: interest-excitenent, enjoynent-joy, surprise-startle, 

distress-a~sh, fear-terror, shame-humiliation, cx:mtempt-<lisgust, 

and angp__r-rage. Tcrnkins felt these erotions ro be innate arrl fundanlP__ntal 

to man. t-bsf cx:mtanrorary research on erotion expression uses Tank.ins' 

list of basic emotions, al though slight m:xlifications m occur. The 

canplenentary ooncept of anotion "blen:ls" was later developed by Ekman 

(see dmpter II} . 

Classification of Nonverbal Behavior 

Whether enotion is seen as dimensional or tyrological, its expres

sion is not necessarily restricted to the face. Ra.ther, all NV channels 

should be considered as rossible carriers of erotional infonnation. 

'Il1e bmad range of behaviors that can be called NV have been variously 

defined and classified. 

Argyle (1969) categ:Jrized NV acts acoording to their role in 

social interaction. He described ten classes: lx:xlily cx:mtact, proximity, 

orientation, appearance, pJsture, head-rods, facial expression, gestures, 

l(X)king, and non-ve__rbal aspects of speech. 
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Eknan arrl Friesen (1969) ronstructed five classes. They divided 

NV acts acoording to their a:mnunicative fuoction: enblBn.c:;, NV acts 

which have a direct verbal translation or dictionary definition (e.g. 

the sign for peace): illustrations, servirg to illustrate what is 

beirg said verbally (e.g. rointirg to the object): r~lators, that 

regulate the rack and forth nab.ire of verbal interaction (e.g. the 

eJXX)uragirg hea.d-rod): affect displays, expressions of enotion with 

the face or b:xly (e.g. weeping): and adaptors, tlought to have developed 

in childhcx>d and rontinuirg into adult life as rudirrent:.ary fragments of 

t11e original behavior. Ekman's series is nnre limited than Argyle's 

in t11at it only covers l:x:x3y notion. He does not talk about bodily 

rontact, proximity, appearance or NV aspects of speech. Other 

researchers who have developed classifications include Ruesch and Kees 

(1956), Birdwhistell (1970), Trager (1958}, and Wiener, et.al. (1972). 

From this multitude of systens Knapp (1972) derived a n:w 

generally ac~pt.ed categorization of NV behavior. He divided NV acts 

as follCMS: 

I. Body notion or kinesic behavior, which includes gestures, 

rmvenents of the lxx'ly, limbs, hands, feet and legs, facial expressions, 

eye behavior (including roth gaze and nrutual gaze or eye a::mt.act) and 

rosb1re. This category is sulxllvided into the five classes mentioned 

al:Dve developed by Eknan; 

II. Physical characteristics, NV clues which are rot rrovenent

bonnd, such as physique, weight, hair rolor arrl skin color: 

III. 'Ibuchirg behavior, which deals with stroking, hitting, 

holding, etc. : 
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rv. Paralanguage, which covers all the aspects of h:M sctnething 

is said as opp::>sed to what is said; 

V. Proxenics, which signifies use and perception of social and 

personal space: 

VI. Artifacts, which includes make-up, clothes and use of objects 

in contact with the. interacting person (e.g. the inevitable business 

card of the Japanese); 

VII. Environmental factors, which concern elenents such as 

furniture, lighting, roise, roctn tanperabrre, et.c. 

Of the abolre cate;rories, three seen to fit in with what can be 

expected to occur in an individual therapy session. These are~ 

kinesics, proxemics, and paralanguage. Each will in turn be further 

explored. -

Fbr the I*ttPOSe of this thesis, kihesics tnay well be the rrost 

inportant category of NV behavior. A wealth of therapeutic infonna.tion 

can be derived fran these bodily atrl facial cues. By far the nost 

fcmous classification is that developed by Ekrran, mentioned above. An 

earlier systen, h:Mever, was designed by trron (1941). Efron focused 

primarily on hand and head notions, to a lesser degree on trunk posi

tion. He distinguished (a) spatio-tanp:>ral, (b) int:er-l~tional, and 

(c) linguistic aspects of gesture. His subdivision of the last class 

into logical discursive and objective gestures c:x:mtril:ot.ed much to the 

understan:ling of the different functions of head and hand ttovements. 

Logical discursive gestures refer to the course of the ideational proc~s 

in conversation. They "bea.t the tempo of mental l.occ:trotion"--batons, 

or "trace and sketch out in the air the path and direct.ion of thought"-



ideographs. Objective gestures have a YTEaning independent of speech 

and include enblenatic gestures, anong others. l\.s is seen here, it 

was Efron who coined the term "enblen", later redefined by Ekman to 

include both arbitrarily and iconically coded syrrbolic gestures. 

9 

Another classification of kinesics was developed by Birdwhistell (1970) . 

He also designed an extensive notational system in 'Which a syml::Dl is 

assjgned to every isolable nuverrent associated with the head and face, 

the shoulders and trunk, and the legs and feet. B:Jdy rrotion can be 

expected to vary extensively from one culture to another. 

Proxemics deals with a snall area of NV behavior, but it is an 

impxtant category in teilllS of crosscultural variances. The authority 

in this field is Hall , author of the p::ipular book of man's use of 

space The Hidden Dinension (1966). In an earlier "WOrk (1963) Hall 

delineates eight variables of proxernics and develops an extensive 

notational system for each. A brief review is in order. Hall distin

guishes: p:istural-sex identifiers (standing-sitting-lying do.-m, ma.le

fertBle), sociofugal-sociopetal axis (the orientation of the lxxlies 

tCMard of away fran eachother), kinesthetic factors (distance, rreasured 

h1 p:issibility and rrode of touching), visual code (fran direct eye con

tact to looking away), thermal code (prese.nce or absence of conducted 

or radiant body heat) , olfaction (presence or absence of body or breath 

odor), and voice loudness (rangh1g fn::rn silence to very loud). The 

concept of proxemics as it will be used in this thesis will only include 

distance, orientation, olfaction, and body heat, eye contact and 

rusture being described by Mark Knapp as kinesic behavior, and voice 

loudness as a nenber of tJ1e paralinguistic category. In TI1e Hidden 
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DimenSion, Hall develops a four p::>int scale of distance as it is used 

in human interaction: intimate distance (up to 18"), personal (l~' 

to 4'), social (4' to 12') and public distance (12' to 25' or rrore). 

Degree of orientation as a sign of p::>sitive or negative attitude 

tcWcrrd the addressee has been extensively explored by M2lrrabian (1967, 

1970). A rreaningful NV rressage is evidently sent by the client who 

prefers the farthest seat or chooses to sit turned away fran the 

therapist. OJ.ltural differences in proxenics have been frequently 

noted. 

The third category, paralanguage, has been further explored by 

the linguist Trager (1958). He divides this area of NV sounds into 

~ types. Voice qualities include all the characteristics of a per

son's voice, such as pitch range, rhythm control, "taTlfO and articula

tion. Vocalizations represent someone's NV sounds at a certain point 

in time, and are typified as vocal segregates (the "uh-huh"s and "ah"s 

and variants thereof), vocal qualifiers (intensity, extenders Ldrawl or 

clippin.9'7 and pitch height), and finally vcx::al characterizers which 

include everything else from crying to hiccupping to a g:x>d sneeze. 

In srort, paralanguage covers all th:::>se vocal cues that therapists 

have long reo:Jgnized as betraying the feelings that tmderly the verbal 

content of a message. 

Gride to the Chapters that Follo.v 

In canpiling this annotated bibliography the main goal is to pre

sent psychotherapists 'WOrking with foreigners with a useful tool in 

their efforts to understarrl their clients better. Using Knapp's 

cate<priza.tion of NV behavior, kinesics, proxenics, and paralanguage 



were crosen as three types of NV acts that can be expected to occur 

in crosscultural psyclntherapy. 
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In Chapter III of this thesis experimental research projects as 

well as purely descriptive material on NV behavior in different cultures 

has been gathered and presented in a bibliographical format. Chapter IV 

will offer a surrmary and o:mclusions. First, h:Mever, Chapter II will 

provide a historical overvierw of the::>ries on the origin of NV behavior, 

and the scientific debate that till this day underlies all crosscultural 

research in this area. 



rnAPrER II 

'lliE ORIGlli OF Bl.MAN NONVERBZ\L BEHAVIOR 

Introdoction 

The influence of culture on NV behavior cannot re denied. ~ 

an Anerican and a Chinese are interacting their postures and facial 

expressions, hand and bcrly noverrents are as different as their respec

tive cormtries. To determine and docurrent these subtle differenres 

has been the task of descriptive research. But, h.CM far do these dif

ferences go? Is NV behavior corrparable to language, a ccrnplex ccmmmi

cation system acquired only th.rough learning and carpletely tmintelli

gible to the uninfonned foreigner? Or, is there scrre kind of mriversal 

code that una.erlies the nurrerous differences, perhaps an innate pattern 

that facilitates spontaneous corrrnunication? Wlat is the origin of 

enotional expression in man? 

The present chapter gives an overview of the research addressing 

these questions. 

upon the answer. 

From pre-Darwinian t:i.Jres, scientists have disagreed 

'IWo ma.in factions have developed: the cultural 

relativists, who answer that NV behavior is learned, oppose rmiversa

lists who believe it is an inborn trait in rran. Each perspective dic

tates a different attitude tcward the possibility of trlE cross

cultural cxmmunication. 

Erroticnal Expression Before Darwin 

'Ihe \o.Drk of Charles Darwin, The E?q:>ression of the Errotions in Man 

and Anirrals (1872) , profoundly influenced scientific thought regarding 

12 



eTDtion expression. To fully appreciate the ffi'!elty of Darwin's 

approach, it is necessary to briefly review earlier theories. 

D:u:win credits Charles Bell as havin:J laid the fourrlations of 

13 

NV arotion expression as a true branch of science. In his Anataey and 

Philosophy of Expression (1844), he described the relationship between 

the rrovenents involved in errotion expression and those used for respira

tion. This oontribution remained purely descriptive, though, for 

reasons later explained. 

Much of the ph::>tographic naterial that Darwin was able to draw 

upon was produced by Duchenne (1862) • This scientist created different 

facial expressions in his subjects by making use of electricity. Thus, 

he illustrated his theory of a ronnection between facial expression on 

the one hand and the separate action of specific facial muscles on the 

other. 

Pierre Gratiolet, a Frerch anatomist, was one of the first to 

atterpt an explana.tion of the phenanemn of expression. However, his 

concept of a "sentirrent correlatif" (rorresponding awareness) which 

eyolved in the external organs as a result of action in the senses, 

the im3gination, and the mind didn't seen to offer nmch clarification. 

From Darwin's i:oint of view, Gratiolet overl.cx:>ked a crucial i:oint: 

habit, individually fonned (ontogenetic) and in'lerited through many 

generations of the species (?1ylogenetic)--an especially inp:>rtant 

point for Darwin's theory. 

A crucial opp:ment to Darwin 1 s theory of hereditary habit was 

Pideri t who stressed the irrq:x:>rtance of direct seJlS'.)ry inpressions. In 

Piderit's view, all ideas had pleasant or tmpleasant qualities and, as 
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such, acted as a stirmlu_c: for pleasant or unpleasant sensory impressions. 

'l11ese i~ressions, in turn, resulted in positive or negative e~':pressive 

m:JV9nents . 

Hc:Mever, none of the alxJVe theorists, IYJ matter ho.v irquisi ti ve, 

oould truly investigate the question of the origin of arotion expression. 

'I'he reac::;on for this was that they were a priori convinced man cane into 

e.v.:istence in his present condition. In their vie-w, the muscles used 

in expressing arotion CX)Uld only be seen as being created by C'ro, 

especially and uniquely for this purp::>se. Conse:pJently, fmn the crea-

tionist ~rspective, the question of cultural influences was a rroot 

p:Jint. DJ.chenne wrDte: 

Once having created this language of facial m:::JVenents, <bd decided 
to rnnke it universal and pennanent, giving every human being the 
instinctive faculty to always express his feelings through the 
CDntraction of the sarre muscles (Darwin, 1872, p. 11).1 

In such a scientific climate, the rontribution of both Speocer and 

Darwin cannot be overestirrated. 

Tiie En:Jlish philosopher Herbert Speocer applied evolutionary theory 

to all bran:::hes of kncwledge. In his Principles of Psychology (1855), 

he stated that the novanents ma.de in expressing an errotion are the sane 

as those that would accnmpany the related human act. The expression of 

anger, for exa,mple, 11.Duld involve the sane muscles as the achlal killing 

of prey. In other words, Spencer reached the same o:::>rcl us ion as Darwin: 2 

lc-e lan)age de la p1ysioocrnie tme fois cree, il lui a suffi, p:mr 
le rendre universel et inmuable, de donner a tout etre humain la facul te 
) n.c; tincti ve d' ex:priner tou jours ses sentitrP__nts par la am traction des 
rrenes muscles. 

2Da.rwin is careful to p:>int oot that his first notes on the subject 
of expression rore the date 1838, rmny years before SperiCE".I' s publication. 
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the origin of errotion expression can be frnmd in man's past, in the 

o:mturies of evolution of the hum3.I1 species. 

Darwin --
Like many theorists an expression after him, Darwin was not pri-

rrarily interested in the cultural influences on NV behavior. He had a 

theory to prove and needed all the help he could get to convinre his 

rather appalled audience. In order to shcM that nan desrended from 

the apes he needed to find convincing similarities in the behavior of 

both species. And, in order to shCM that all races of nan had a cannon 

progenitor--one of the cormon links in his argun:ent--he needed prcx:>f 

that rren behave the sane way the world over. Thus, he becarre an 

import.ant exp:ment in today's debate on the cultural influence of NV 

behavior, ~ chanpion of the universalist view. 

Darwin found three principles according to which the expression 

of enntions seened to cperate. According to the Principle of Servireable 

Associated Habits, " .•• nuvenents which are serviceable in gratifying 

sane desire, or in relieving sorre sensation, if often re:i;:eated, becorre 

so habitual that they are :i;:erforned ..• wh:mever the sane desire or 

sensation is felt •.• " (p. 347). The second principle is that of Anti-

thesis, " ..• if rertain actions have been regularly perforrred in 

accordanre with our first principle, under a certain frarre of mind, 

there will be a strong and involuntary tendency to the :i;:erfornance of 

directly opposite actions .•• " (pp. 347-348). Third, there is the 

Principle of Direct Action of the Nervous System. Under conditions of 

high stirrulation, exress "nerve-force" is transmitted in a certain 

s:r:-ecific direction. This direction is " ••. necessarily determined by 



the lines of cormection beb-Jeen nerve-cells ••• ," but also " .•• 

influenced by habit inasrruch as nerve-force passes readily along 

accustared channels" (p. 348) • 
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Before Darwin was able to formulate these principles, he made a 

close study of the behavior of varying populations. He looked at the 

behavior of inf ants and of the insane ( ". • • as they are liable to the 

strpngest passions and give urcontrolled vent to then" (p. 13)), at 

Dr. Duchenne' s pootographs, at arotion expression as portrayed by 

artists in paintings and sculptures, and at enotion expression in 

animals. He also studied people from foreign cultures. 

Darwin's culture research was conducted by rreans of a question

naire sent to missionaries and other observers of what he called the 

nost distinct and savage races of ma.n. From this material he drew 

the oonclusion that, al though there were variations with respect to 

roth the occasion and the expression of enotion, " ... the different 

races of nan express their enotions and sensations with remarkable 

unifo.rmi ty througoout the world" (p. 13) • 

Acrording to Darwin, then, the fundamental arotions were rot 

irreoognizably influenced by cultural factors. This view fonned a 

starting pJint from which various lines of thinking branched out. 

Contemporary thought on NV behavior, be it of uni versa.list or relativist 

stock, rould not have been with:Jut Darwin's ~rk. 

The Relativist Stance and the Influence of Behaviorism 

Darwin and the belief in innate patterns of enotion expression 

was to have many foll<:Mers in the later part of the 20th century. 

Before that ~, 1-x:Mever, this era s~ the developrent of a p::1W'EITful 
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new schcx:>l of thought: behaviorism. The successes of f'hysics, with 

its exact neasurement and intersubjective verification, set a nodel for 

all scientific activity. 'lb make ireasuranent and verification µ:>ssible, 

a science fran IXM on needed to deal solely with ooservable data. Fbr 

the study of the psyche of rran, a notoriously evasive subject, this 

rreant a unique errphasis on its only ooservable facet: behavior. Man 

finally becarre understandable, ruled as he was by a simple set of 

behavior patterns that evoked certain reactions to specific environ

mental stimuli. Because the tenn "arotion expression" assurred too 

readily the existence of errotions, the focus was shifted to NV behavior. 

Paradoxically, although Darwin's belief in innate errotion expression 

made him the father of the universalist view, it was his suggestion of 

the likeness of nan and animal which helped the develoµrent of 

behaviorism and the relativist stance it entailed. 

A key figure in behaviorism in Arrerica was J.B. Watson. It is 

interesting to note that he, in his earlier work, did believe in 

unlea.rned errotional responses, specifically in fear, rage, and love. 

Later Watson greatly reduced the role of innate patterns in behaviorism, 

now anphasizing that conditioning oould even begin before birth. 

SR psyclology naturally encouraged scientific interest in the 

developnent of the child. Probably the nost influential \\Drk on erro

tional resµ:mses in infants was that of Sheman (1927, 1928). Fran his 

experirrents with hunan neonates, he concluded that "the erotional 

reactions in any particular situation are dependent urxm specific 

sti.rrn.Ili tending to call out a resµ:>nse and up.:m the past experience of 

the individual" (p. 394). In other words, Shennan viewed all erotional 
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reactions as environrrentally, and thus culturally, determined. 

Another influential study was that of Dennis (1935) . Experirrent

ing with the smiling reactions of infants between 36 and 112 days old, 

he found that smiling was a learned res1xmse to any stimulus that \o.uuld 

he a signal of relief to the infanl. 

Similar argurrents against the theory of innate patterns of 

SlDtion expression were presented by Landis (1924, 1929), who 'V.Drked 

with adults. He exi:osed his subjects to a series of situations and 

recorded the errotions they felt (by subjective rei:ort) as well as their 

facial expressions. Landis' study shOv\>ed no conceivable link between 

erotions felt and expressions shovm, and he concluded that a given 

erotion has no set form of expression. 

Research by Universalists 

The scientists who directly followed Darwin's theory of innate 

errotion expression focused their research on diverse kinds of subjects; 

am::mg them were infants, the blind, and animals. Gcxxlenough (1931) 

~mtographed the expression of a 10 rronth old infant exp:JSed to eight 

errotion-evoking situations. These photographs were sho,.m to a group 

of university students whose efforts to ootch then with the appropriate 

situation were very successful. 

Several studies with blind subjects - who are not in a i:osition to 

learn errotion expression by imitation - have also produced data favoring 

the viB-J that the genes might play an prcrninent role in errotion expres

sion. )\gain, Gcx:rlenough (1932) studied a 10 year old girl who had been 

blind fran birth and concluded that she showed all of the basic expres

sions described by Darwin. Dumas (1932, 1948) fourrl that scne of the 



errotions were expressed by the blind in the sane way as by nornals. 

In addition, Thonpson (1941) identified expressions of joy, sadness, 

and am}'~r in the blind. 
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Experinents with animals were ccnducted by Hebb (1946) and 

Harlcw (1959, 1960). Both suggested that various enntional reactions 

of chinpanzees and rronkeys might be unlearned. 

l'm. inportant theorist in the evolutionary genetic tradition was 

Karl Lorenz (1965, 1966). With Tinbergen re was the fmmder of a new 

branch of sciena?: etOOlogy, or the conparative biological study of 

h\.DlB.Jl and a.nirral behavior. Iorenz sugg:sted that the tenn "innate" 

had not been used appropriate and stressed that the view of innate 

enotians and that of learned errotions were not nea=ssarily rrutually 

exclusive. His rrost fa:rrous study of errotion expression focused on 

hlll'l'a11 aggression, which he described as a natural inclination held in 

control by social instincts and convention. Eibl Eibesfeldt, his 

pupil and later colleague at the Max Planck Institut in Seewiesen 

Gerrrany, conducted extensive crosscultural research to Sl.JHX)rt the 

etOOlogical viewpoint. 

With Eibesfeldt, we CDITE to the conterrporary researchers in the 

field of nonV12rbal expression of eTIDtion who have specifically concen

trated an crosscultural research. 'As we shall see, the "nature vs. 

nurture" debate, as the relativist-l.IDiversalist or:position is saretines 

called, continues to penreate today's work in the area of enotion 

expression. 

Current Debate 

Klineberg is generally Jcna,.m as one of the earlier relativist 
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writers. In his study of Chinese Literature (1938), he cites nurrerous 

cultural differences in enotion expression, but he also writes: "there 

is oo cbubt of the frequent similarity between Chinese and Western 

forms of expression" (p. 518). Klineberg does acknowledge the all

irrportant role of mnvention in the Chinese culture, rut he does not 

nake a distinction between pure enotion expression (e.g. , when the 

subject is not in the presence of others) and culturally prescribed 

B'TOtion expression during social interaction. In his social psychology 

textl:ook (1940), his tentative ronclusion is" ..• that the weight of 

evidence is in favor of the hyp::>thesis of cultural or social detennina

tion of enotion expression" (p. 180) • 

Another advocate of the cultural relativist viewpoint is the 

anthrop::>logist La Barre (1947). Although he presents anecdotal 

material that is not scientifically based, he feels mnfident to state 

that" •.. there is no natural language of arotional gesture" (p. 55). 

Birdwhistell has earlier been mentioned as a praninent theorist 

in the field of kinesics. With a l:ackground in linguistics and dance 

notation, he views nonverbal expression as very similar to language and, 

as such, a, purely cultural phenanen:m. He started his search fran a 

universalist perspective, rut later changed his position on the grourrl 

that he simply muld not find any universals. other studies with 

results that p::>int in the direction of cultural relativism include those 

by Dickey and~ (1941), Triandis and 1ambert (1958), Cuceloglu 

(1970), and Jakobson (1972). 

Because the material presented by the relativists ronsists nosily 

of descriptive rep::>rts of differences between cultures, as opp::>sed to 



the elatorate theory ruilding of the rmiversalists, the presentation 

of their work here has been relatively brief. Their studies will be 

reviewed rrore extensively in Chapter III. 
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A lllliversalist and major representative of the ethol03ical rier

spective is Eibesfeldt, mentiorEd earlier as Karl I.Drenz' pupil. 

Eibesfeldt srient many years gathering material on ht.nnan expressive 

behavior. He filrred such behavior in nurrerous cultures, using amplified 

lens cameras so that his subjects Y.Duld be unaware of the observation. 

Fbr every f ilmclip he wrote a crrrmentary stating the oontext and cir

CllffiStances of the behavior. His observations yielded both similarities 

and differences between cultures. 

Th:>ugh he presents sare expressions as unquestioningly universal~ 

such as crying, smiling, stamping the feet in anger, flirting and 

greeting--others need sare analysis and interpretation to deserve this 

label. The specific :rreaning of these behaviors, the circumstances 

under which they are used, do rot always ooincide in all cultures. 

Still, acoording to Eibesfeldt, there exists an underlying, universally 

shared pattern that only needs rorre ur1covering. An example is his 

elatorate analysis of the "eyebrc:M flash", which evolved from being a 

universal epiphenanenon to the opening of the eye when paying attention, 

to a signal for "yes" in one culture and for "no" in another. Basic 

forrtlS of behavior can thus be used in different ways, or as Eibesfeldt 

puts it: "Variability results from man's ability to substitute a 

variety of behavior patterns as functional equivalents within a given 

fra.nework of rules, characteristic for the particular strategy" (1979, p. 28) 

Eibesfeldt has interesting suggestions regarding the origin of 
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these tmiversal behavior patterns. First, they can develop as a 

result of cxmnon conditions in early upbringing. An example here 

would be Darwin's suggestion that the head.shake signalling "no" 

derives from the child's turning of the head when refusing the breast 

after satiation. Then, they can be a function of limitations based on 

the human anatomy. Finally, of course, there is the explanation that 

these behaviors are "phylogenetic adaptations," a concept endlessly 

nore refined than the "innate" of previous theories. This is the 

PJint where Eibesfeldt' s ethological background surfaces. The study 

of animal behavior has shcw:n that phylogenetic adaptations can take 

the form of inborn skills, innate releasing rrechanisms, drive rrechanisms, 

and inborn disposi lions to learn (1970) . In .hoH far these sane 

phenarena can_ be found in man is not clear yet, but sare of them seem 

to offer believable explanations of universals in htmEI1 expressive 

behavior. 

Eibesfeldt's study of the deaf-and-blind-born (1973) shONed 

smiling and crying behavior that could not have been learned by children 

gro.Ying up in eternal darkness and silence. Still, they learn, arrl 

inborn learning dispositions could be the solution. Eibesfeldt rrentions 

a sbrly by Ball and Tronick (1971) which shewed avoidance reactions 

and an increase of pulse rate in 15 day-old inf ants as a response to a 

symretrically expanding dark spot projected at a screen. It was assurred 

that the inf ants interpret the visual image as an object ar:proaching 

in collision course although they never exp2rienced such a situation 

before. 'Ihese arrl similar phenrnena PJint in the direction of an 

inborn biased perception or, to use the official term, an "innate 
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releasing nechanism." Such biases in our perception can certainly be 

assurred to shape expressive behavior. 

At me point Eibesfeldt rermrks: "it is a striking experienCE, 

:indeed, to care in contact with people of another culture who have not 

had any rontact with the outer "-Drld so far, and to realize hc:M easy 

it is to corrmmicate on the basis of nonverbal expressive behavior" 

(p. 18) • Eibesfeldt 1 s contribution in offering solutions to this 

puzzling phenorrenon is irrpressive indeed. 

There have been other universalists who have offered a theoretical 

frarrework away fran the Iruch tCD rigid "nature vs. nurture" dichotomy. 

In a recent article, L3. France and Mayo (1978) suggested that the level 

of cbservation and analysis is pararrount in the disrovery of either 

similarities or differences in NV behavior. Their scale of levels of 

analysis reserrbles the distinction between report and ccmnand in can

nrunication theory, the report side dealing with the "what", the cormand 

side with the "hc:M" of a oonm.micated rressage. They rrention specifically 

three levels of analysis best visualized as successive layers around 

a core. ~ innernost core represents NV behavior ronsidered to be 

universal and innate, revealed when analysis is at the level of the 

individual engaged in pure enotional expressicn (report) • Next rorre 

the NV behaviors that sho.v both uniformity and diversity. The level of 

analysis here is that of interpersonal relationships. People of all 

cultures display affection, express intirrecy, and deal with status in 

their relaticnships with others, but the particular signs of doing so 

are variable (report and ronmmd). Finally, there are culture-bound 

NV behaviors which differ across cultures. These JTDstly derive fran 
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the scx::ial envirornrent in which a:mrunication taJ~es place and are con

cerned with language-related acts that mm.age conversation (cc:mTBnd). 

By fX)inting out these different research perspectives, Ia France and 

Mayo hope to show that the nature/nurture fDlarized focus of earlier 

studies is unproductive and unnecessary. 

A third throretical frarrev.Drk for NV expressive behavior has been 

designed by Ekman (1969, 1972a, 1972b, 1973). Based on extensive 

research, his theory is elaborate but very worthwhile. Ekman's five 

categories of NV behavior -were briefly rrentioned earlier. This cate

gorization is not arbitrary, but based on three criteria: origin, 

usage, and coding. 

Usage refers to the regular and consistent circrnn.stances surround

ing the OCC1.JJ'.Tence of a NV act, and includes external conditions, 

relationships to verbal behavior, awareness of the subject, intention 

to ccmrunicate, feedback fran the observer, and infornation conveyed 

by the act. With coding, Ekman refers to the manner in which :rreaning 

is contained in the NV act, , .. filch ITBy be intrinsic, extrinsic and 

iconic, or extrinsic and arbitrary. For our purroses his rrost 

significant criterium for categorization, however, is the origin of 

the NV act. 

Three types of origin can be distinguished. Supplerrenting the 

traditional innate and learned behaviors, Ekman presents a third cate

gory that is "acquired as part of the species-constant experience of 

the hurren equiµrent" (1969, p. 59). 'Ihe innate behaviors are, of course, 

similar across cultures; the learned behaviors either similar or 

diverse, depending on whether the formative experiences are species--
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constant or mt. Of Ekn0n's five categories (see Oiapter I) four are 

explicitly learned: emblsns, illustrators, regulators and adaptors. 

ErrblEmS are alrrost consciously learned, illustrators and regulators 

less consciously acquired, and adaptors are formed by a rrore indivi

dualized learning process. 

Only the fifth category, affect displays, seens to rontain non

verbal acts that have been proven universal. These acts cxmcern nostly 

the expression of the seven anotions that Ekman suggested might be the 

primary affects. Ekman argues that if observers can distinguish arrong 

these states when viewing a human face, then there must be SO!lE 

specifiable cues, which can be coded or quantified. His hypothesis 

is that there is a direct ronnection berneen facial musculature and 

affect, each arotion being connected with a particular set of neural 

impulses which transmit to the facial muscles of the brc:MS/forehead, 

eyes/eyelids and lCMer face/mouth. Since all humans have similar 

nervous sytems these expression types are universal. 

Still, there are many differences in affect displays berneen 

culbrres, and in explaining the origin of these variations, Ekrnan 

nakes his greatest contribution. He states four sources of cultural 

variety: evoking stimuli or illici tors, errntion "blends", behavioral 

ronsequences and displey rules. 

1hat similar stinuli can evoke different emotions across cultures 

seens quite obvious, al though this point has been overlcx:>ked in nruch 

of the earlier research. With arotion blends Ekman refers to currbina

tions of affect that occur simultanrously or in rapid sequence, dictated 

by evoking stirruli or by learned habits which associate one erotion with 
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arother. Such blends can vary between cultures, and even bebr-leen 

social classes and individuals. Behavioral consequences of an affect 

display can also produce variations. These are the rrovenents and 

p::>Stures of the body which coincide with and follru an arotion expres

sion in an effort to oope with it. For example, the behavioral con

sequence of flight might occur as a roping procedure for anger or fear. 

The last of these cultural influences on errotion expression, what Ekman 

calls display rules, are sane.Yhat similar to the Concept of CCIT1l\c3J'rl 

mentioned by I.a France and Mayo. Display rules are socially learned 

arrl describe different procedures for the management of affect displays 

in various social settings. Display rules can prescribe de-intensifying 

the arotion expression or over-intensifying it, denying it by appearing 

neutral and unm:>ved, or masking it with aoother affect. How pe:>ple 

are allov.red to react to an event, depending on their age, sex, status, 

social role, etc., is heavily detennine1 by culture. 

Friesen (1972) has illustrated the influence of display rules 

with an interesting research project involving Japanese and American 

subjects. The :i;op.tlar notion of the inscrutability of the Japanese 

could well be a result of severe display rules functioning in their 

society. To test this notion EJmian and Friesen fibred these groups 

while experiencing certain enotions induced by viewing a stress film. 

The subject's reactions were filmed both in the preserce of others and 

while he was alone. Strikingly similar facial res:i;onses were observe1 

for the Japanese and the American subjects when they were alone. When 

in the preserce of others the Japanese group shcwe1 nore :i;ositive erro

tions and less negative ones. 
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As proof for the universality of rertain basic errotion expres

sions Eknan presents an inpressive series of research projects (1973), 

condu:::ted in literate and pre-literate cultures, using both posed and 

sµmtaneous facial expression. 

The last praninent universalist to be rrentioned here is the 

psychologist Izard (1968, 1971). His research supports Ekman's 

findings. Izard used posed facial expressions, shewing what in an 

earlier experirrent had been judged by Arrericans to be eight basic 

errotion expressions. These photographs were then interpreted by sub

jects in nine literate cultures. The enotion judged by the majority 

of participants in me culture was alnost always the sarre in the 

others. Although no pre-literate cultures were included in this 

project the results were still quite convincing. 

soora.ry 

While the nature/nurture dispute on e.rrotirn expression is 

generally regarded as unsolved, evidenre supporting the existence of 

sorre universal factors seern5 quite a:mvincing. Theorizing on the 

~stion of universality seern5 to have shifted from a rigid dichotomizing 

to a genuine effort to understand the mysterious elerrents that JTEke 

basic crosscultural nonverbal c0!11TllIDication possible, without denying 

the real potential for misinterpretation. This new research perspective 

forms a valuable background to the rt0re abundantly available descriptive 

informatirn presented in the next chapter. 
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OJAPI'ER III 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

In Chapter I, the seven categories of NV behavior developed by 

Knapp were presented, and three of these were selected as specifically 

pertinent to crosscultural psychology. Kinesics was defined as includ

ing gestures, novenents of ~ lxx'ly, lirrbs, hands, feet and legs, 

facial expressions, eye behavior and :i;osture, and this category was 

expecte:'i to yield a large arrount of bibliographical :m3.terial. This 

turned out to be true. Indeed, about 60 percent of the presented 

rreteral concerns kinesic acts, which suggests that we are nost aware 

of this type of NV behavior. Because of the broad range of behaviors 

classified as kinesic, a brief review of its subdivisions will be 

helpful. 

Efron roined the word 'errblems, ' rut it was Ekmm who gave it 

its new ccmron use as NV acts that have a direct verbal translation or 

dictionary definition, and can be both arbitrarily and ironically coded. 

These gestures a.re nostly within the awareness of the actor and are 

therefore less likely to generate mislIDderstanding. Ekmm 's illustra

tors and regulators and Ef:ron's batons and ideographs are all closely 

ronnected with language and could alrrnst be classified as paralinguistic 

behaviors. Affect displays fonn probably the rrost significant subclass 

for psychotherapists. These are expressions of enotion with the face 

or lxx'ly that the person is often rot rogni tively aware of. Sul:xxmscious 
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ideas about the other person's feelings are easily fonred on the basis 

of these affect displays. If this type of NV behavior, then, tUTilS 

out to be culturally detennined, crosscultural psychotherapy--without 

special training--will be practically irrp:)ssible. The fifth subclass 

of kinesic behavior, adaptors, varies fran one individual to another 

and will not specifically generate rrore problems in crosscultural 

situations. 

Only scne of the articles will use Ekrnan's or Efron's subclassifi

cations of kinesic behavior, and pres~tation of the following material 

according to these systems seems, therefore, inappropriate. In fact, 

sare authors do not limit thanselves even to one category but present 

material fran all NV areas. Full abstracts of such articles arc found 

under proxemics or paralanguage. 

Proxemics designates a significantly srraller portion of this 

bibliography, limiting itself to those acts that concern use and 

perception of space. This determinant of hurran behavior as well 

as the behavioral variations it generates arrong cultures was first 

described by Hall. Hall's four-point scale of Arrerican interaction 

distance--intirrate (less than 18"), personal (one to four feet), social 

(four to twelve feet), and µIDlic (twelve feet and rrore)-- as well as 

his useful notation system have been accepted by rrost writers in this 

area today. Proxemics as it is used in this study includes both orientation 

and distance between interactants. 

Paralanguage, as defined by Trager, covers tY.D classes of language 

related factors. Voice qualities are pitch range, rhytlnn control, 

tarq::o, articulation~ The term vocalization covers all vocal as OPJX'Sed 
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to verbal h1.DT1aJ1 sounds. M'lterial in this third caregory of NV behavior, 

notwithstanding a thorough search of the Lan;Juage arrl I..arxJuage Behavior 

Abstracts, b.uned out to be surprisingly scarce. This is disapp::linting 

because research in this area would appear so p::ltentially fruitful in 

facilitating cross cultural psychotherapy. Western psyclntherapy has 

long reccgnized these vocal behaviors as conveying meanin::Jful erotional 

information. If these behaviors differ across cultures or language 

groups, misccmmmication can easily result. Still, personal experiences 

with Orientals suggest that such differences Cb exist. A person speak

ing Japanese or Chinese, where the sounds follow each other rapidly and 

where voice pitch is higher, easily appears overexcited to a Westerner. 

Similarly, the tendency to a:mstantly vocally encourage the speaker to 

oontinue up to the p::lint of interru:ptirg the speaker to do so, may 

create the adverse impression that the person is rot listening at all. 

The material on paralanguage was often purely linguistic in nature and 

outside the soope of this paper. It is hoped that theorists on cultural 

differences in hi.nnan behavior will soon direct their attention to this 

promising field. 

The presentation of the bibliograi:Xlical material follows the 

rotation systen intrcrluced by Grove (1975). The specific text that has 

been abstracted is underlined. The source of the text is presented in 

capital letters. When a winle book is abstracted, the title is therefore 

urrlerlined as well as capitalized. In addition, in every article the 

culture group that is addressed is underlined, so that information on 

certain world regions can easily be fourrl. Finally, specific examples 

of NV behavior have only been included in the abstract when the article 

in question was relatively short. 
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KINESICS 

Alsop, Sle,..rart 

'J11is is a truly funny article consisting of photographs and descrip-

tions of sane very French gestures. What Alsop calls "Polite Skept:i-

cism," for example, is expressed by half closing the eyes while placing 

the hands on the top p:rrt of where one's tie is supi:osed to be pretend-

ing to subtly adjust this gannent. "Imp::>lite Skepticism," ho.-.iever, 

is o:mveyed by applying the index finger of the right hand to the 

cheek and naking a circular notion, meanwhile assuming a facial expres-

sion that Alsop describes--and that can only be described--as "suggest-

ing the recen_t sucking of a lerron" (p. 27). The index finger placed 

alo~side the nose can have many meanings in France, but canbined with 

the facial expression of surprise it definitely portrays "JVrrused 

lrn3.zanent." Another farrous gesture is the placing of U1e thumbnail 

inside the upper front teeth and bringing it forward in a sharp nntion. 

lb Frenchman will misunderstand this sign of "Open Contempt." "Profound 

Disgust" is expressed by placing the hand upon the rose and then bring-

ing it dCMn. "A Feeling of Mmiration" can hardly be mistmderstood 

even by non-Frenchman, especially after viewing Alsop's lively per-

fornance of this gesture ( tlough it does have certain additional rreanings 

in sorre world regions) . The thumb and forefinger meet to form a circle, 

while the face expresses definite eagerness. Pointing the thumb 

toward the lip is generally krvwn as signalling a "Generoos Invitation.'' 

Alsop errls his list with "1€t' s Get the Hell OJt of Here"--holding out 
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the right hand arid sharply bringing dovm the left hand on the wrist-

and "Let's Get the Hello.it of Here - But Fast!"-bringing the left 

hand dovm smartly over the crook of the right elJ:x:M. These last b.'10 

sean to have been specifically useful to him during the war years in 

France. Although the article is primarily neant to be funny, the 

depicted gestures can indeed be seen daily in France. Furt.henrore, 

an interesting ootion that is unintentionally ronveyed by the author 

derives fran the subtle and necessary interplay of face and hands. 

After readin:r this article one starts questioning whether facial 

expressions and gestures can actually be studied as separate behavior, 

as has been the case in much scientific research. 

Argy le, M. & Cook, M. 

The Biological and cultural Basis of Gaze. In GAZE AND MUI'UAL 
Gl\ZE, Neow York: Cambridge University Press, 1976. 

In this chapter, Argyle and Cook state that gaze p:=itterns are determined 

both biologically and culturally. Several types of eye novenents-such 

as pupil dilation and the orienting ref lex--are rontrolled by different 

neural systems. The resulting gaze p:=itterns are innate. Gaze is also 

affected, luwever, by early experiences ronnected with rrother-child 

interaction and can, therefore, easily be culturally determined. 

Argyle and Cook revieow descriptive infornation regarding eye contact 

in several cultures based on recent studies, sane of which are reported 

on in the present chapter. They stress the inpact of explicit cultural 

rules regarding eye behavior, e.g. in our culture excessive staring is 

seen as irr{:olite. I.oNering of the eyes is irentioned as a possibly 
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wliversal signal of suhnission. Finally, gaze is often only a part 

of an overall NV behavior pattern and in cultures where expression is 

inhibited, eye-contact can be expected to be lo.v. 

Bateson, G. & M?ad, M. 

BALINESE CBARACTER. Special Publication of the New York Acadany 
of Sciences, II, 1942. 

This is an account of the culture of the Balinese of Bajoen:J Gede, 

based on two years of extensive anthro-pJlogical study and presented in 

the f orrn of brief descriptions aca:rnpanying selected series of photo-

graphs. This abstract focuses specifically on plate 21-hand postures 

in daily life, and plate 24-the surface of the body. Balinese body 

rrovE!Tle11t ananates from the prevalent fantasy of the b:xfy as made of 

separate independent parts (Beroek) as if it were a puppet just pinned 

together at the joints. According to ~d and Bateson, as a result of 

this notion, Balinese hand pJStures, whether in rrovenent or at rest, 

differ markedly from those in Western cultures. While we tend to place 

our hands in pJSi lions of regular flex.ion, the hands of the Balinese 

are rrore usually in positions which appear to us irregular and they 

tend to emphasize the sensory function of the fingertips. Also connected 

with this fantasy is the idea that every .inperfection of the body or 

skin is a disaster. PeJple with open sores cannot enter the temple, 

prepare offerings for the gods or be buried in a proper canetery. The 

Balinese is, therefore, worried about the condition of his skin and can 

be seen alnost constantly searching his skin surface for srrall inperf ec-

tions. Ertotion expression is minimal as is evident from M?ad's 
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description, " ... Life is wi th::mt climax, and not the ul tirrete goal 

rut rather ~ first irrpact of experieoce, the initial ping of startle, 

is the only stimulus that has real p:JWer to arouse one's interest. 

And there is always the danger that one may rot be aroused at all. 

. . . life is a rhythmic, patterned unreality of pleasant, significant 

novenent, centered in one's 0tm body to which all erotion long ago 

withdrew" (p. 48). 

Bond, H.M. & Kanai, H. 

Targets of Gazing and Eye Contact D.rring Interviews: Effects on 
Japanese Nonverbal Behavior. JO™ OF PERSONALI'IY AND SOCIAL 
PSYQ10IJ::X;Y, 1976, 34, 1276-1284. 

In this experlirent the effects were tested of one type of NV behavior, 

gaze and eye contact, on Japanese interactants. 1Wo interviewers and 

18 interviewee subjects were given specific instructions regarding 

their eye behavior, so that four situations of two minutes each were 

alternately created: eye o:mtact (nrutual gaze), subject gazing at 

interviewer, interviewer gazing at subject, and no gazing by either 

party. It was hypothesized that as a result of this eye behavior the 

following NV behaviors of the interviewee subjects would change: 

frequency in torso novements, average response latency (time taken 

before responding to a qtEStion), self-manipulations of the hands, 

gestures of the hands, pause average, total talking tirre, physical 

proxemity (backward and forward lean}, and smiling. 

The findings of the study were threefold. First, being gazed at 

did affect the NV behavior of the interviewee. A general reduction took 

place in hand gestures, torso ItOVEm211ts, and average response latercy. 
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SeO'.)nd, the effect of interviewer gaze was the sarre whether the subject 

reb.lrned the gaze or oot. Third, the behavior of the subjects shcMed 

an increase in hand manipulations when gazing at the interviewer. 

Earlier sb.:rlies with Japanese subjects have suggested that this 

resp:>nse pat;t.ern indicates speaker involvement in the interaction as a 

result of a nore p:>sitive evaluation of the interview. Similar results 

have been found for Western subjects, though the p:>sitive evaluation 

was expressed via alternative NV channels. 

Brault, G. J. 

Kinesics and The Classroan: Sorre Typical French C£stures. 
FRENOi REVIEW, l962, 36, 374-382. 

Brault rorribines a search of French literature with personal observation 

in order t.0-rorrpile a list of 21 typically French gestures. French 

literature fran the Middle Ages onward is a rich source of descriptions 

of NV behavior, and gestures in particular. Still, according to 

Brault, these behaviors are often oot exclusively Freoch. 1'bre recent 

m:tterial proved to be a better source of descriptions of the typically 

French gesture. Even when sarre share their outward f onn with I tali an 

or Spanish gestures, they will have their unique rreaning when used in 

France. Brault gives specific descriptions of all 21 gestures. In 

addition to this list, Brault mentions the following general tendencies 

in the use of NV behavior in France: First, where American gestures 

a,re generally synchrooous with speech, French gestures anticipate verbal 

expression. Seex>nd, gestures are used nore frequently by men than by 

w::nen, nore by the uneducatro than the educated. This sane tendency 
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has been roted by Harrelian for the Arab 'WOrld (see further in this 

chapter), and we may be dealing with a universal phen::mernn here. 

Brewer, W. D. 

Patterns of Gesture Anong the Levantine Arabs. AMERICAN AN'IHID
POilXtl.ST, 53, 232-235. 

Based on personal observation of daily life in Saudi Arabia, Brewer 

designs a three-fold classification of Arab gesbrres. He stresses the 

p:>int that this pattern IlE.Y mt be universally applicable because there 

are many general differences between Arab and American gesticulation. 

First, Middle Eastern gestures are generally rrore obvious in the sense 

of "rotund and fluid" than ours. They also have far nore precise and 

elaborate meanings. lastly, the Arab apparently does not gesticulate 

nnre when excited, where this facror sean.s very significant for Westerners. 

Brewer's criterion for classification is the degree of lexical 

rreaning of each gesture. He distinguishes: I. "Gestures with symbolic 

rreaning which are used and fully undersbx>d independent of speech; II. 

Gestures with pictorial meaning which usually occur in specific conver-

sational situations and which might rot be understood independent of 

speech; III. Gestures with rrerely anphatic rreaning which occur in 

specific conversational sib.lation and which Y.Duld be virtually incan-

prehensilile indeperrlent of speech" (p. 234). He then gives specific 

exarrples of behaviors in all three classes. It is surprising to find 

that Brewer's examples often convey messages such as "injured innocen~" 

(p. 235), not wanting to take resp::msibilj ty or a desire not to be 

included in the group. One general meaning, then, that seens very 

pervasive in nuch of the gesticulation in Saudi Arabia is that of 



disassa:irition. 

Cuceloglu, D.M. 

Perception of Facial Expressions in 'lhree Different CUltures. 
ERGCNCMICS, 1970, 13, 1, 93-100. 

Cuceloglu's aim in this study is to cxmpare the perception of facial 
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expressions and the coding procedures underlying it in three countries: 

l\nerica, Ja~, and Turkey_. He designed 60 stylized facial expressions 

by conbining four eyebrcw typ:>s with three eye typ:'s and five rrouth 

types. 'These drawings were then shOvVn to 60 male college students, 20 

in each country, who naned each enotion {X)rtrayed by the expressions. 

From these data, the 40 ITDst consistently used errotion narres were 

selected. 'Ihe e~rirrent was then repeated, but this tine the subject 

selected the enotion nam? for each expression from this 40 \\Drd list. 

Finally, the subjects were asked to rate the correspondence between 

face and errotion on a six-{X)int scale ranging from "very similar" to 

"very different." 

Factor analysis of this multitude of data yielred three factors 

\J1ich together acrounted for 72 .4 perc~ent of the total variance and 

whid1 seerred tn1ly crosscultural jn character: pleasantness, irrita-

tion, and non-receptivity. Cuceloglu argues that these three dinensions 

roincide with those fmmd in m3ny earlier studies, though slightly 

different narres were used. 'Ihe sets of faces selected by ead1 culture 

group for these errotion dirrensions are reprodtn:>d in their entirety 

in this article. It will be interesting for a psycootherapist working 

with 'l'urldsh and Jap:mese clients to have a closer lcok at these 



separate facial expressions and their differences or similarities to 

those of his own culture group. 

Dickey, E.C. & Krnwer, F.H. 

A Note on Saue Ethrnlogical Differences in Recognition of 
Slltrulated ~ressions of the Thotions. Af\1ERICAN JOURNAL OF 
SOCIOL03Y, 941, 47, 190-193. 

This study cxxnpares the ability of Mexican and American children to 
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recognize erotion expressions. School children in Mexico City and in 

Minneapolis were asked to judge tv.D sets of 11 erotion expressions 

simulated by a man and a 'WCm3.J1. The groups of subjects were approxi-

ma.tely matched for academic status and age. A flash-card method of 

presenting the pictures was used. The subjects were asked to study 

the picture and record its number next to the errotion W"Jrd that best 

labelled the expression shown. 

The results of the shldy showed that Mexican children '!Here 

significantly better at recognition of these expressions, with the 

exception of the expression of laughter. The results are the rrore 

interesting in view of the fact that the pictures and judging sheets 

used were developed by Americans for Americans. No specific explana-

lions are suggested for the results of this study, tlnugh it is stated 

that the rrost reasonable interpretation W"Juld seen to be that they 

reflect cultural differentials. 

Ekrran, P. 

Crosscultural Studies of Facial Expressions. In DA.Iw.IN AND 
FACIAL EXPRESSIOO. A CENTURY OF RESEARCH IN REVIEA\I. :Ekman, P. 
(ed.). New York: Acadenic Press, 1973. 
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Jn tJ1is chapter, Ekman gives a thorough overvie'W of past studies on 

facial e_xpression follo,.,ied by his personal interpretation of their 

resulLc; aTYJ a presentation of his own recent research projects. These 

last, he feels, prove once arrl for all the universality of human facial 

P~-.cpression. This text has been chosen for our bibliography because it 

ronveniently sums up Ekman's many experiments. 'I11e separate projects 

,,.-ere cxmducted and their results published over a time-span of about 

r,:ix ye3rs. 

E}:ma.n describes three types of crosscultural research conducted 

l')' him and his team. In the first experin'ent, photographs of facial 

t-xpressions ~re shown to students in five literate cultures: Japan, 

the United States, Brazil, Chile, and Argentina.. 'I11ese photographs 

''\.Te selected according to a unique criterion. They had to show the 

1 <lei al muscular rrovenents that according to a newly developed theory 

(Ekman, Friesen, & Tankins, 1971) are directly associated with each 

1:pecific erotion. The six erotions represented were happiness, sadness, 

:nlger, fear, surprise, arrl disgust. Subjects were s.impl y asked to 

11\,lch each photograph with one erotion. The results slnwed that there 

''''re m significant differences between cultures across all e:rotions, 

"' in e3ch enntion separately. Observers in four of the cultures (all 

l, 1\ J2.~>?-n) were then asked to rate ~ach facial expression on a .seven-

\\'int intensity scale. 7\gain, rn significant differences were foun3. 

7~)'? second set of experiments focused on preliterature cultures. 

·1~ 1c' sc.:-t'"' general procedure as before was used for subjects in Borneo 

:"\1\:1 ~' cuinea. The results were similar rut rrruch weaker. Ekman and 
--·----

'1i ~; tp._~ v.'ere a::mvinced that defects in the judgnP-nt task were the 



reason for this difference. Tu make sure of this, luwever, they 

repeated the experiment with the Fbre in New GJine,a. Instead of 

asking the subject to match one photograph with one erotion v.urd, 

subjects were row asked to select one pootograph out of three to fit 

a certain erotion story. There was high agreement between judgments 
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made by subjects fran literate cultures and tlnse of the Fbre children 

arrl adults, tlnugh the Fore did fail to distinguish fear frcm surprise. 

A further experiment was again ronducted annng the Fore (different 

subjects). 'This time they "1ere read the erotion stories arrl then 

asked to emxx3e the matching facial expression. These expressions "1ere 

photographed arrl subsequently shown to American rollege students. The 

Arrericans had little trouble accurately judging the erotion intended, 

though the fear arrl surprise p::>ses were again ronfusing. 

'111e third type of study described by Ekman roncerned p::>ssible 

differences between p::>sed and sp::>ntaneous expressions. 'This study 

was described in Chapter II as a test-case for t..l-ie theory of display 

rules, arrl will mt be covered here. 1\11 in, Ekman's research is 

impressive arrl thorough. Tlnugh one may mt agree with him that the 

universality of facial expressions is rcM a proven fact, to successfully 

argue the opp::>site to be true will be a difficult task, indeed. 

Gardiner, Harry W. 

The Use of Human Figure Drawing to 1\ssess a cultural Value: 
Smiling in '11fillarrl. JOORNAL OF PSYCHOL(X;Y, 1972, 80, 203-204. 

The assumption made in this study, that children's drawings are a 

reflection of certain cultural values, is SUf'FOrted by an earlier study 



corrlucted by Dennis (1966). Gardirer asked 1043 ooys and girls fran 

Th.ailarrl--popularly kruwn as the "larrl of Srniles"--to draw pictures 

of men and vonen. These picbrres were evaluated by tv.o judges (a 
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native Thai arrl an American psycoologist) as well as by the autJor for 

the presence or absence of smiling. The ovel.all percentage of smiling-

face drawings was 64 percent. This percentage is significantly higher 

than those fourrl for children's drawiI¥JS in Japan, Taiwan, Camlxx1ia, 

for urnrtludox Israeli's, Chiapas Indians, and children frcxn Edinhirgh 

and fran Mexico City. If the arove assumption can be accepted, this 

result suggests tlrat smiling is a frequently seen behavior in U1e 

Thai artl EJmian' s theory of display rules may very well be applicable 

to tllis culture. 

Graham, Jean A., Bitti, Pio R. & Argyle, M. 

A Crosscultural Study of the Ccmnunication of &rotion J:>y Facial 
and Gestural cues. Jot.JmAL OF ffiJMAN MJVEMEl'IT STUDIES, 1975, l, 
2, 68-77. 

This sb.ldy is particularly interesting in U-iat it questions the relative 

impxtance of different channels of enotion expression and ackrowledges 

ooth U1e di~nsional am tl1e tyrological approach. Graham and Argyle 

mrrlucted tv.o experiments using Er¥Jlish, Northern Italian, arrl Southern 

Italian university students as subjects. Encoders fran each culture 

role-played specific arotions (happy, sad, angry, fear/anxiety, surprise, 

interest, and disgust) as well as degrees of h.D dimensions of aTOtion 

(sleep-tension, pleasant-unpleasant). Rather than investigatir¥J cross

cultural trerrls, this study ronsisted of parallel experiments in each 

culture. r:anders fran tile sarre culture as tl1e enc:xJders identified 
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the eirntions from video-tape rea::irdings. This video material consisted 

of three types slnwifl:] {a) face arrl lxx:1y, {b) tl1e face only, (c) U1e 

b:xly only. 

The results showed that for all cultural groups involved, t:.he 

face alone was rrost expressive in oonveyifl:] the seven separate erotions 

as well as the pleasant-unpleasant dimension. Interu;i ty was cxmveyed 

by Jace and Wy alike. None of the arotions were conveyed best by 

face and Wy together. These data suggest that for neither the English 

ror the Italians, do body nuvenents play a big part in the ccmnunication 

of errotions. 

Green, J. 

A GESTURE INVENI'ORY FOR THE TEAOUNG OF SPA.l\IISH. New York: 
Chilton Rooks, 1968. 

This study provides a list of 98 geshtres used on a daily basis in 

Spain. Tu increase the usefulness of this ~rk for t.lnse dealing with 

Latin Americans, the cx:rnplet.e inventory was tested before a panel of 

latin American students. Gestures judged applicable to Latin American 

cultures were irrlicated as such. 

The following met:hxls ~re used in aCX]UiritxJ the data: (a) 

observation in public places of residents of Madrid imrolved in gain

ful enployment or recreation, arrl of university students before, 

during an1 after their classes; (b) a search for descriptions of 

gestures in Spanish literabrre since the em of the Civil War (1939), 

an:1 for stage directions in drama literature published sihee 1950 

(incunplete references were cnnpleted with the help of four native 

infonnanLc;): and (c) observations of gestures usro on the stage were 
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nade during regular theatre attendance. 

The resulting descriptions are accrnpanied by drawings of each 

gesture and an account of the context in which it is used. Green ends 

his study with illustrations of hCM these gestures could be used in 

basic Spanish dialogue as it can be found in language textl:xx>ks. 

Harrelian, L. 

Ccmnunication by Gesture in the Middle East. ETC: A REVIEW OF 
GENERAL SEMANTICS, 1965, 22, 43-49. 

During his stay in Syria as an English professor at the University of 

Damascus, Hanelian observed and recorded rncmy gestures specific to the 

Middle Eastern cultures. His account is not based on scientific 

research but, nevertheless, gives the reader a feel for the function 

and form of NV behavior in this world region. He gives specific 

exanples of his observations and, finally, canes to the following 

conclusions: (1) gestures in the Arab world are apparently confined 

to the hands--although an expert knCMS hCM to use all parts of the 

body to ccmrunicate; (2) the gestures are usually sex-linked - that is 

certain gestures are associated exclusively with rren, others with 

waren, also wcnen seen to depend less on gesture than men do - ; (3) 

gesture is associated with the level of education - educated Arabs use 

gesture far less than uneducated Arabs; (4) gestures appear to be 

associated with expression of these nain erotions: friendly feelings, 

hostile feelings, and erotic feelings. overall, NV behavior plays an 

imp::lrtant role in the Arab world, especially as a neans of expressing 

feelings that cannot be captured in words. 
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H~s, G.W. 

World Distribution of Certain Postural Habits. AMERICAN ANTHRO
POLJX;IST, 1955, 57, 231-244.~ 

Though human postural habits are limited by anatanical factors, acrord

im to Hewes the number of b:Xly attitudes that can be maintained 

steadily might be on the order of 1000. The reason why pronle chc>ose 

certain postures over others, then, are mainly cultural. As p::>ssible 

determinants Hewes mentions: sex, nutrition, tal:x:Jo arourrl genital 

exi;:osure, clothing custcrns, furniture, architecture, type of terrain 

when outdoors, arrl infant carrying custcrns. For this study Hewes 

researched phot.cxrraphic arrl sane descriptive material fran a great 

variety of sources, which yielded wsture information from 480 different 

cultural reoions. Because ~ are disrouraoed to be photoc:rraphed in 

many cultures these pictures mainly represent ma.les. Hewes developed 

a typJlogy sheet of 100 sketches, along with 13 v,urld distribution maps. 

Part nf this material is reproouced in the article. An interesting 

disrovery made during the research process ·was that rrost standing 

positions seem to be universal, though many variations rould be foun:l 

in sitting, squatting, and kneelim posb.rres. Hewes en:ls his article 

with a detailed description of eight p::>stures arrl their distribution 

across cultural regions. 

Izard, C.E. 

THE FACE OF EMOI'IOO. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971. 

Searching to provide evidence for the universalist view of facial 

expression of erotion, Izard oorrlucted erotion reo:qni.tion research 
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with subjects fran the United States, Englan::1, Gernany, Sweden, 

France, Switzerlan::1, Greece, Africa, an::1 Jaoan. Thirty-0.u pictures 

were chosen of facial expressions of adult males arrl fenales represent

ing the eight errotion categories earlier defined by Tcrnkins (1962, see 

chapter one). A m:xlified series, rontaining pictures for separate 

categories of disgust an::1 ronten!_'.)t, was administered to Arrerican, 

Turkish, Irrlian, arrl Japanese students. The subjects were given sane 

time to study the list of enotion categories an::1 were then asked to 

olace each picture in one category. 

The result was an accuracy of recngni tion across all cultures of 

78 percent, whereas 12 percent agreement ~uld be expected by chance. 

A significantly lCYWer percentaqe of agreerent was fourrl, th::mgh, for 

the African and Japanese groups than for the other cultures. The 

exterrled experirrent, including Turks and Irrlians, also yieldP.d high 

agreenent. Particularly interesting was the firrling that 20-40 per

cent rrore agreenent rould be fourrl arrong all cultural groups on the 

recx>qnition of facial expres~ions depicting "joy-enjoyment" than on 

tl-Dse depicting "distress-an:Jltlsh." This study has been criticized 

for limiting itself to literate cultures \olh::)se menbers may have 

a01Uired a:mron expressions as a result of cnntinued exp::>sure to mass 

rredia. In this respect, Ekrnan's study rrentioned earlier may be regarded 

as ccroplenenting the data. 

Jakobson, R:::m3.n 

lt>tor Sians For 'Yes' arrl 'No'. IANGUAGE IN SOCIEIY .• 1, 91-96. 

Jakobson describes three different sets of European head mtions 
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signalling 'yes' and 'no.' The first set is the one used by nost 

Western EurDpean peoples. Affir.nation is signalled by an up-and-dCM11 

notion, negation by a sideward turning of the head. A second set of 

signs is the Bulgarian systen, which also appears arrong a few ethnic 

groups in the Balkan Peninsula and in the Near Fast. Affirmation is 

signalled here by a sideways turn similar to our 'no' while negation 

takes the form of a thrc:Ming back of the head easily confused with our 

sign for 'yes.' In certain parts of the .Mediterranean area, the head 

is bent forward for affinnation and backward for negation, accanpanied 

by rroverrents of the eyes and brcMS to indicate the difference. 

Jakobson argues that even though there are differences this does 

not nean that the signals discussed are a result of p_rre arbitrary 

convention. He proceeds to analyse the three systens in order to 

reveal their underlying iconicity. 

Johnson, H.G., Ekman, P. & Friesen, W.V. 

Ccmnun.icative Body 1-bverents: Anerican Einblan.s. SEMIOTICA. 1975, 
15 (4), 335-353. 

To ensure high validity in this investigation into Anerican erblems, 

the researchers used both encoders and decxiiers. Because age, sex, 

ethnic background, and social class cxmld be expected to be detenninants 

of ernblen use, the 15 encoders and 53 decoders were all white, middle 

class, college educated, third generation Arrericans between the age of 

21 and 35 living in an urban setting. The rrethod used was threefold. 

First, the encoders were presented with a list of 220 rressages based 

on 1T\'3te...rial fran earlier studies. After careful instruction as to v..+iat 



emblens exactly are, they were asked to act out tlxise mec::sa?es that 

they tlought had cnrresp:m::ling emblens. Secom, these perf onnances 

were cx:rnpared arrl 138 were selected that s~ at least 70 percent 

agreement arrong the infonnants. Third, a group of 53 decoders were 
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sh:Jwn each action, which they translated back into a verbal message 

an::1 rated on either everyday use or use only in garres arrl pantanimes. 

In .addi lion, they were asked to give ratin;Js of the certainty of their 

answers. 

This careful procedure generated four lists of Arrerican emblems 

ra.n;Jing fran verified (67 itans) to arnbiquous. The article shJws the 

full four lists of messages and their ratings but rn sketches, descrip-

tions, or protngraphs of the emblens then.selves are provided. 

Kilbridge, Janet E. & Yarczower, Matthew 

Recognition of HapPy arrl Sad Facial Ex:pressions Arrong Baganda 
arrl U.S. Children. JOURNAL OF CR.a:>SCULTURAL PSYCHOl(X;Y, 1976, 
7, 2, 181-183. 

The crosscultural research cnooucted ccrnpared errotion recngnition 

of Arrericans with that of the Baganda, the largest tribe (over one 

million) in Uganda. The Arrerican subjects were all caucasian, nine 

girls an1 12 mys of six to seven years old. The Baganda group 

cnnsisted of 85 schx>l-going mys an::1 girls in the seven to 15 age 

group, 15 nale arrl fenale oollege sb.ldents, an1 18 minimally educated 

Bagan1a between the ages of 18 an::1 77. Each subject was asked to 

identify happy arrl sad expressions fran a series of five stylized 

drawings. The first drawing shcMed tv.u facial expressions: happy 
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and sad. In drawing number tM:J, a neutral face was added, and in 

number three the face as well as the lxx'ly was shown (with one figure 

wearing a red dress). In pictures four arrl five, ambiguous expres

sions were create:l by o:rnbining an open rrouth showing teeth with "sad" 

eyes, and adding tears to an otherwise happy face. 

The results of this sbldy slx:Med crosscultural agreanent 

between .Arrerican children and Baganda children arrl adults on the 

recognition of happy arrl sad expressions. However, the happy expres

sion was rrore easily identified than the sad one. This particular 

firiling coincides with those of Izard mentioned al:::ove. The added 

features, however,--red dress, teeth, and tears--uncovered sane cultural 

differences. The addition of the red dress prcx:1uced ro chanJes in the 

opinion of the American first graders, rut their Bagarrla counterparts 

chose this figure as the happiest, even though the face alone had 

earlier been rea:>gnized as sad. A red dress may be a sign of higher 

socio-ecoocrnic status (which may be cormecte:l with happiness) in a 

less affluent society like that of Uganda. Also, the Baganda attach 

much significance to ooth the color red arrl to dress arrl appearance. 

Similarly, the teeth made ro difference to the American group, but 

the Baganda children chose this face as showing the happiest expres

sion. A very plausible suggestion here may be the fact that American 

children are thoroughly familiar with stylized happy faces with a 

closed upturned rrouth. In fact, this design appears everywhere fran 

advertisements to coffee cups to cheap wallpaper. The third addition, 

that of tears in an otherwise happy face confused ooth groups equally. 

This expression-blerrl was judged by rrost as representing sadness. A 
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f nrther ana1 ysis of tJ1e Bagan1a results sllCMed similarity between the 

yotuqesl a11d lJ1e oldest: Bagmrla as oprosed t:-o the middle group. 11Li s 

fiJrHng mrty be a flmcHon of re1aHve arrounl of classroctn experience 

of each ropulation. 

Kl ineberg, o. 

Drotional ~ession in Chinese Literature. JOURNJ\L OF J\BNOPMl\L 
J\ND SOCIJ\L PSYOJOUX;t, 1938, 33, 517-520. 

Klineberg used a relatively rare approach to the investigation of NV 

behavior .in studying the descriptions of erolion expression in d1inese 

J :i l:1?rature. He warns Hmt: caulion mist: be exercised in j_nferring 

expressJon in real life frcrn literary expression, b1Jt also slates that 

the art::Jculateness of Chlnese civHiz.alion makes the use of Hiis 

meth:xl for this particular culture rrore appropriat.e. J\ significant 

f eatnre of dunese NV behavior appears t:.o be its regulation ln tenns 

of quantity, and quite a few adnnni lions can be fourrl rot: t:.o show 

ennlion too readily. l\n exception t:.o this rule is the E!Tntion of 

grief which is expUciUy expressed, Uuugh governed by an elalx>rate 

set of rules. 

KlinelJP_rg mentions sim_i_lrld ties as ~11 as differences with 

Western NV behavior. l\ strikirYJ difference can be fourrl in the expres-

sion of an·~er, which often involves smiling and laughing. ~bst 

shnilari ties are found ln t11e eY.prE:>ssfon of fe.ar, t:.Inugh there are 

also examples of rE'Cngnizable expression of sorrow and shame. 



la Barre, W. 

The Olltural Basis of ThDtions arrl Gestures. JOURW_, OF PER
SCJJJ\LITY, 1947, 16, 49-68. 
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la Barre starts out criticizin:J those theorists who believe too easily 

in innate gestures witlnut havin:J done erough crosscultural research 

to back then up. In order to "prove" the cultural relativist view ..... 

roint, Ia Barre offers a torrent of examples of differences in culblres 

all over the v-Drld. His descriptions sl-ow different gestures for 

similar niessC'lges as well as similar gestures representin:J different 

TTY?anings. The descriptions cover differences in fonn arrl/or meanin:J 

of head rods, rointin:J, crying, laughing an1 smilin:J, greetin:J, 

hissing, talkin:J, arrl even walking. Interestin:J is his ranark that 

with sane gestures it is hard to segregate the physiologically condi-

tioned resronse arrl the purely cultural one. However, the examples 

illustrating this phen:rnemn again feature culturally detennined 

gestures. la Barre presents a wealth of 11\3terial, coverin:J a broad 

range of NV beJ13viors, but he 11\3kes ro attenpt to distir~uish between 

different types of NV acts. 

1'brris, D., Collett, P., 1'1ctrsh, P. & O' Shaughnessy, M. 

GFSTUPES, 'IHEIR ORIGIN J\ND DISTRIBUTION. New York: Stein arrl 
Day, 1979. 

This European gesture dictionary is the result of an extensive study 

that originated in OXford an1 took three years to cx:tnplete. The 

autlors cunpiled a list of gest-ures used in different regions of 

Western Europe by corrlucting preliminary interviews with foreign 

European students at oxford. Frcrn this list they selected 20 
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symtolic (i.e. emblE!TBtic) gestures that (1) would be difficult to 

interpret merely fran their form (to eEminate guesS\o.'Ork), (b) w:Juld 

be well krrJwn in one region of the study area an1 CC1Tp3.ratively unkrr:rwn 

elsewhere, arrl (c) would cover a wide ,~ariety of meanings. Pictures 

and descriptions of these 20 gestures \..'ere then presented to a total 

of 1200 male informants in 40 locations covering 25 _Western European 

countries. These data we.re supplemented by material fran field 

observations. 

The resulting dictionary provide'3 pictures an1 descriptions of 

each gesture and a small map of Europe irrlicating where this gesture 

is relatively a:::mron, relatively rare, or absent. In~their conclu-

sions, the auth:Jrs romnent on the apparent i_mp:)rtance of distin:JUish-

ing form and meaning of gestures. .Many gestures similar in form and 

used across regions corrvey different ard even opposed nessages in 

different areas. Also, the area wherr? the gesture is used often 

crosses linguistic arrl national l::otm:'Iar ies. This firrlirq contradicts 

the [X)pular belief in specific "natioml gestures." 

Phillott, D.C. 

A Note on Sign-, Gesture-, O::_l_~:::, an:1 Secret I.an;Juage etc. 
Anongst the Persians. JOUR~::>.1, fr"JD PROCEEDINGS OF ASI.ro'IC . 
SCCIETY OF BENGAL (n.s.), 3, 9, 619-622. 

This article by Phillott is the oldes: it.en included in this biblio

graphy. It Irentions the different irr?s1s used by Persians to disguise 

their verb..::i.l (written and spoken) mes~. =iges, or to convey messages by 

using symlx>lic objects. In addition 1 .-, list of gestures is given 

that are used by the Persians (at ~end in Phillott's time) in every -
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day life. Fbr the following nine rressa'3es the verbal translation is 

given as well as their several NV encodings: silence, cone here, :ro, 

yes, astonishrrent, halt, go out, he's cracked, arrl ronsense. This 

article ITE.y be an interesting source for scientists wln want to 

investigate if and how gestures change over time. 

Saitz, R. & Cervanka, E. 

HANDBCDK OF GESTURES : ffiIDIBIA AND 'IHE UNITED STATES. 
Approaches to Semiotics 31. The Haghue: .tbuton, 1972. 

On the basis of roth personal observation an) interviews with four 

native informants {2 ITB.le arrl 2 female} a list of Colanbian gestures 

was a:Jmpiled. During the same period interviews were ronducted with 

20 informants fran different regions in the United States. The 

authors limited their listing to gestures which s~ discrete arrl 

easily recognizable, and rould be used roth as an accc:rnpaniment to 

and indeperrlent fran language. The tenn gesture was defined to include 

ITDvanents of all lx>dy parts as well as general lx>dy postures. 

The resulting list canbines gestures fran roth rountries. Each 

gesture is aca:nipanied by a description, a simple illustration arrl, 

where helpful, by phrases in which the gesture might be expected to 

occur. There are three categories of gestures: those purely 

Colombian Or American, those used in roth rountries, a00 those ITDVe-

ments that have different meanings but are similar in form. The 

ITE.jority of the gestures rontained in this lxx:>k are intentional, all 

of then are learned. 



Sh.im::<la, Kimiko, Argyle, Michael & Bitti, Pio R. 

The Intercul tural Recx?gni tion of .Drotion Expressions by 
Three National-P-acial Groups: Err;lish, Italian, arrl Japanese. 
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF SCX::IAL PSYCHOIDGY, 1978, B (2), 169-179. 

Subjects frcm Englarrl, Italy, arrl Ja~n were tested.on their ability 

to recognize emtion expression fran video-tape recordings. This 

sb.1dy was different than nost others in that it used ernxlers fran 

all three cultures involved. The expressions enooded;included eight 
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emtional states--surprised, depressed, sad, disgusted, happy, angry, 

and anxious--an:l four interpersonal al.tib.1des--superior, subnissive, 

friendly, and hostile. 

It was hyp::>thesized that members of each group 'WOuld be able to 

recognize emtions expressed by members of the other cultures at al:ove-

chance accuracy. This was rot always true. Reo::>gnition by Italians 

of Japanese expressions was below this level, while·.the En;Jlish sub-

jects reached a score only just alx>ve chance. The Japanese subjects 

were ro different from the English and Italians in rea:>gni tion 

ability, but their accuracy of expression was lower £or all expres-

sions except happy arrl friendly. This particular fin:1i.n':J may be a 

result of what Ekman calls display rules. Arother difference was that 

the Japanese distinguished rrore clearly between sad arrl depressed than 

the other groups, though they failed to differentiate between happy 

and frier.dly or between arqry and hx.;tile expressions. Overall, the 

results supµ:>rted the view that there ure universal p:itterns of facial 

expression. 



Trian::Us, H.C. & I.ambert, W.W. 

A Restatanent arrl Test of Schlosberg' s Theory of Drotion with 
'IW:> Kinds of Subjects fran Greece. JOURNAL OF ABNOR-1AL AND 
SOCIAL PSYCHOI.DGY, 1958, 56, 321-328. 
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A study usirg American subjects by T. Engen, N. I.Evy arrl H. Schlosberg 

is repeated by Triarrlis arrl I.ambert using tv.u groups of subjects 

fran Greece. The goal of the study is to test Schlosberg's dimensional 

theory of errotion (1944, 1954), arrl to c:x:rnpare results of this study 

with those for Mle.rican subjects. Schlosberg's theory reduces the 

c1im2nsions required to judge arotion expressions to three: 

pleasant-unpleasant, attention-rejection, arrl tension-sleep. Fifteen 

subjects fran Athens arrl 15 fran Sfakera, a gnall village on the 

islarrl of Corfu, were presented with 48 protographs shCMing facial 

expressions. They were asked to judge these pictures as to their 

r::csition on three nine-r::cint scales representing the three errotion 

dimensions. 

There were imp::>rtant differences between the tv.u groups in 

terms of education and exp::>sure to rrovies (a p::>ssible source of 

sterrotyped errotion expressions). Still, the results showed that 

Greeks f ran roth backgrourrls rate arotion expression in nn.ich the same 

way as Americans. Further oonclusions were made regarding the 

reliability of Schlosberg 's d:i.rrensions as opp::>sed to the six arotion 

categories }_X)stulated by arother theorist on errotion (~rth, 

1954). The data of the Mle.rican group were closer to tlnse of the 

Athens Greeks than to tlnse of the Sfakera Greeks, and here the 

education arrl rrovie-attendance factors may have been at play. Varyin~ 

explanations were suggested to accx:mnt for the small inter-group 



differences. All these ~re based on the influences of differences 

in cultural custoTTE. 

Wylie, L. & Stafford, R. 

BEAUX GESTES. Canbridge, Massachusetts: Undergraduate Press, 
1977. 

'!his guide to French gestures is similar to that provided by Alsop 

• 
(see elseNhere in this chapter), though it is rmich nore extensive. 
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Wylie learned many of the gestures in this book from young French 

actors at the Ja~s lecog School for Mine - .t-buverrent - Theatre in 

Paris, where he spent t\>.D years sttrlying cultural differences in NV 

CXJITTTU.mication. As has been noted by others, gestures are used less 

frequently in France by v..Drren and by t.1-ie nore educated. An obvious 

difference between Arrericans and Frenchnen can be found in their 

respective styles of walking. swinging his anns, bouncing and 

rolling his pelvis, the Arrerican can be recognized innediately in 

France. .AJrericans also tend to hold their anns still in cx:mversation 

and to nove their head and torso in rhythm with their v..Drds. As for 

the French, Wylie presents a series of JXiotographs and descriptions of 

gestures, ordered according to their various functions in regulating 

the Frenchman's life. Readers !Tll.lSt be warned that gestures were 

selected that seerred specifically unusual or amusing. 
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PIDXEMICS 

Collett, P. 

Training EJBlishrren in the Non-Verbal Behavior of Arabs: An 
Ex:periment on Intercultural Q:m'nunication. INTERNATIONAL JOURW.. 
OF PSYCJiOu:x;'i, 1971, 6, 3, 209-215. 

In this sb.1dy, the effects were investigated of differences in NV 

behavior between Englishm:m and Arabs. 'IWo experiments were ronducted, 

one, involving ten Arabs wh:::> each had bNo rreetin:3's with different 

Englishrren. They discussed a given topic with the Englis:tnren and were 

then asked to state which rreeting they had liked best and why. One of 

the English groups had received a briefing regarding Arab NV behavior, 

based on data fran a study by Watson and Graves (1966), a revie.v of the 

literab.1re on Arab behavior and material provided by Arab infornants. 

The briefing covered such NV behavior as greeting and other gestures, 

interaction distance, orientation, arrrnmt of eye contact, smiling and 

touching. Members of the English rontrol group had rot been given any 

such pertinent inforrrB.tion. The results of this experiment showed a 

marked pref ererx:::e of the Arab for tlvse Englishrren who displayed Arab 

NV behavior over those woo continued to behave like EnglisI-nnen in their 

presence. 

The second experiment was designed to be a check-up of the forma.t 

of the first. It was similar to the Arab experiment, but involved only 

Englishm:m. It was hypothesized that Englishrren would pref er to inter

act with canpatriots who displayed English as opposed to Arab NV behavior. 

This hyp:Jthesis was not confirmed, p:>ssibly suggesting that the briefing 

had involved rot exclusively Arab NV behavior, but rather behaviors 

accepted in both cultures. 
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Engebretson, D. & Fullmer, D. 

Crosscultural Differ~es in Territoriality: Interaction Distances 
of Native Japanese, Hawaii Japanese, and American Caucasians. 
JO~ OF CH:ES-CULTURAL PSY010IDGY, 1970, l, 3, 261-269. 

Three cultural groups were Caup3.red on the proxemic variable of inter-

action distance. Relationship, sex, and conversational content were 

also investigated for their possible influences on interaction distance. 

The subjects were 56 Native Japanese, 50 Hawaii Japanese, and 49 

.American Caucasians. All groups consisted of ooth males and farales. 

Each subject was asked to imagine six interaction situations represent-

ing different relationships: father with male student, father with 

fanale student, male professor with male student, male professor with 

fanale student, male student with male friend, and fanale student with 

female friend. Provided with paper silhouettes of interactants each 

subject place1 these figures face-to-face on a white background. In 

order to measure the influence of conversational content, two conversa-

tion topics were used: academic progress of the student subject and 

discussion of a current event. 

The results shawe1 that culture was a significant detenninant of 

interaction distance. Native Japanese assigned greater distances to 

interactants than ooth Hawaii Japanese and Arrerican Caucasians. The 

fact that these tv..D latter groups shc:Me1 no significant differences 

suggests a nv:xtsure of acculturation of the Hawaii Japanese group. 

Within-group differences by sex were non-significant for all groups. 

The nnst p::iwerful determinant of interaction distance for all groups 

was relationship of the interactants. Conversational a:mtent turned 

out rot to be significant. However, this last result may well have 
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been a function of the very limited range of a:mversational topics 

provided. 

Firth, R. 

Postures and Gestures of Respect. 
J. Pouillon and P. .M:rran1e (eds.) • 

In EOiANGES ET CX'M'1l.JNICATICNS. 
The Haghue: lt>uton, 1970; 

Firth describes sooe aspects of proxe:nity and kinesics in the society 

of the Tikopai Islanders, especially those expressing respect and 

affection. f'bvenent in space for the Tikopai can be significant on 

three dimensions: proxenity, preceden::e, and orientation. Proxenity 

~lies equality in status, and respect for superiors is therefore 

expressed by keeping at a distance. Prece::'ience means that the front 

and back side of a person can be used as an indicator of relative 

status. The lx>dy of the person showing respect is always turned toward 

the superior. Orientation generally involves a cxmbination of proxe:nity 

and precedence, but it may also apply in ronditions where the superior 

is rot acb.Ially present. Next to these horizontal novene.nts, the ver-

tical p::>sition in space is very imp:>rtant. Physically occupying a 

higher p::>sition than one's superior is an expression of extrene dis-

respect. 

The Tikopai use various bodily p::>ints as status indices in 

gesture. These are the rose, the wrists, the knees and the feet. 

Pressing the rose to a part of another's body is the prim? gesture of 

em:>tional expression anoi:c; the Tikopai (as it is aJTDng the M3.ori). 

Increasing degrees of respect are expressed by pressing the nose to 

the other's face (nore a sign of affection than respect), to the wrist, 
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the knee, and though tJ1is happen..s very rarely, to the foot. .Again, 

the idea of lc:Mering oneself before a sup=rior is represente1 here. 

Firth proceeds to cnrrpare these expressions with body rrovanent 

in British society. He does not find many equivalents outside of 

l:x:Ming and kneeling to superiors as was cbne in past centuries. Ap:trt 

fran the omious fact that such behavior goes against the egalitarian 

trend in nodern social relations, Firth's theory is that in a ITDre 

sophisticated society the idea of self rather than the r:hysical self 

is lo,..iere:J. In other words, nonverba.l expression becanes verbal. 

Surprisingly, Firth does find sorre expressions of respect that are 

linearly opposed to those of the Tikopai. Rising when an inportant 

person enters the room or offering a seat to a lady in the bus suggests 

that relaxation of lxx:Jily tension is a significant social factor in 

British society. 

Forston, R.F. & Larson, C.U. 

The Djn.amics of Space: An Expe:rinental Study of Proxemic Behavior 
.Airong I.a.tin Americans and North .Americans. JOURNAL OF CDMMIJNICA
TION, 1968, 18, 109-116. 

Fbrston and Larson designed this exper:i.rrent in order to test the 

popular rntion--supported by Hall--that South Americans tend to choose 

smaller interaction distances than do North Americans. The follCYNing 

hypotheses were tested: (1) Latin .Americans (LA) will prefer different 

seating positions than North .Mericans (NA), (2) LA will interact with 

less space between them than NA, (3) NA will prefer an interaction 

distance of nore than five-and-a-half feet in a medium-sized rcx:rn (12' 

by 24 ') , arrl ( 4) LA will touch one an::>ther nore often during conversation 
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than will NA. The 32 subjects were natched with persons of their OtlI1 

cultural gruup and were asked tD try to solve a problem concerning the 

Middle East crisis within five minutes. They chose their CMn seating 

arrangenents (fran chairs stacked against a wall) and their proxemic 

behavior was noted and photographed. 

The results were rather surprising. The NA tended to sit fart.her 

ap.v-t than the LA, altlnugh the actual differences were not significant. 

All dyads chose one of two seating rositions, face-to-face with 

sroulders parallel or face-to-face with the shoulders at a 45° angle, 

but differences were again not significant. The fourth hyp'Jthesis, 

roncerning touching behavior, did rot receive suprort. Only one dyad. 

shook hands, and they were NA. The researchers suggest several reasons 

for these unexpected results. One nay be the fact that these data were 

obtained frcrn seating arrangenents only. The IA subjects seemed to 

stand closer than the NA before arrl after the experiment.. Sone other 

weak roints in the study may have been the relatively snall sample, and 

the 'performan::e' abrosphere of the experiment situation as suggested 

by the heavy topic of discussion and by the fact that the subjects were 

constantly overtly observed, taped arrl photographed. 

Hall, E.T. 

'IHE HIDDEN DI.MENSIOO. New York: tbubleday, 1969. 

This lxx>k has been nentioned earlier as the standard work on proxemics. 

It gives a detailed and sensitive record of how Sp:ice is experienced 

and organized in the worlds of roth an.inBls and man. '!his abstract 

will concentrate on Chapters IX through XII which focus on the 
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anthrop::>logy of space. 

In the first b.JO of these chapters Hall describes three ways in 

which space rrolds our behavior. Fixed feature space is the organiza

tion of space we grow up with and which our inner feeling of orienta

tion deperrls on. It dictates which hurran activities take place where 

and how (an example is the designation of rooms as dining rrom, be1roan, 

etc.. in oor Western culture}. Semi fixed feature space extends this 

orientation function of space to rrovable objects. Both these concepts 

go further than just their material manifestations. They becane 

internalized arrl problems emerge when they are suddenly changed (as in 

crosscultural situations}. Infernal space includes the distances mtin

tained in enrounters with others, and it is the category nost frequently 

addressed in proxemic studies. Hall divides it into four interaction 

distances: intimate, personal, social and public. Having introduced 

this fr~rk for the study of anthrop::>logical proxemics, Hall OCM 

turns to the organization of space in five different countries: 

Gerrrany, En:;land, France, Japan, and the Arab world. 

The Gennans are described as even rrore distant than the Americans. 

The personal territory of the German is larger and intrusion is rrore 

sharply felt (ronsider the cx:mcept of "Lebensraum"}. An example is 

the habit of using doors to close off spaces. In offices and in the 

h::tne doors are nornally closed to maintain order, roncentration and 

privacy. In a similar vein, furniture is not supposed to be adjusted 

by visitors as this is so easily cbne in America. 

The American way of ronveying status through space (addresses 

are irrp:)rtant clues to social class and imp:)rtance} is not kn:Jwn in 
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England. Matters of class are already dictated by tradition and 

family history. Privacy is also secured differently in England. The 

Arrerican is as a matter of cxmrse constantly available to his fellc:M 

nan unless he withdraws to his private space and closes the door 

behind him. An Englishman is not necessarily available when in the 

presence of others. Signalling his need for aloneness by being silent, 

J.\rtericans often take this as rejection or as being given "the silent 

treatnent". Other differences are those in voice level of Arrericans 

and Englishrren. Travelling Arrericans are recognized by the loudness 

of their conversation. 'Ib be overhead in England signals an intrusion 

on the privacy of others. In direct cxmversation steady eye contact 

as a constant sign of attention is e.xp?cted. The Arrerican's lo.v eye 

contact pattern may be taken as unattentive or n.rle. 

One feature of the Frenchrran's use of space is the significantly 

srraller distance used in interaction. The French love the life of the 

senses and close interaction is just one exanple of their high sensual 

involvenent. An::>ther is their intensive use of open spaces as occasions 

for enjoynent. The crowded boulevards and outdoor cafes are incorrparable 

to the awesorre enpty squares and avenues of the Arrerican city. 

Though the three cultures discussed have divergent proxemic 

patterns, they a~ar very similar when compared to the Middle and Far 

East. M:>st baffling is the Japanese custom of errphasizing p'.)ints in 

space instead of lines, e.g. in naming intersections instead of streets. 

In addition, high significance is given to the "enpty space" between 

things, as is conceptualized in the v.Drd "rra" (~interval) and illustrated 

with the uniqu::mess and beauty of Japanese art. As with the French, 
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the senses are essential to the Japanese and so are feelings. logic 

cx:nes last, and Arrericans often get frustrated by the "indirection" 

of the Japanese, the rot "getting to the point" in ronversation. 

Finally, Hall discusses the Arab's use of space which is 

characterized by sometimes hard to grasp distinctions. In public 

space the Arab behaves in ways insulting to Arrericans. There are oo 

hidden rules against crONding, touching, "intruding". In his own 

hOOE, ho.i."E!ver, the Arab likes to have a lot of unobstructed and 

undivided space, an envirornnent an Arrerican feels quite lost in. A 

further distinction is made between behavior in public space a00 that 

in "noving space". For sorreone else to :rrove into a space an Arab is 

also noving into is an insult, and hrerican behavior in traffic is 

often taken that way. Again, we find the high sensual involverrent in 

social interaction. The Arab likes to stand so close he can smell the 

other and feel the noisture of his breath. Needless to say, without 

eye rontact there is no interaction. 

Many other interesti~ points are brought up by Hall which canoot 

be discussed here. This b:x>k is insightful, well-written a00 contains 

JTOst useful information on the five cultures rrentioned above. 

Kim, Ki-Hong 

Misunderstanding in Nonverbal Camnlnication: America and Korea. 
PA.PERS IN LINGUISTia>, 1977, lO, 1-2 & 1-22. 

This is one of the few articles on cultural differences in NV ccmruni-

cation that have been written fr:an a oon-Western perspective. Kim 

addresses various differences in the custans, thought, and nanners of 
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Korea and An:erica. This material is subsurred under four headings that 

each present a variety of information. All four parts will be reviewed 

since they all contain inforrration regarding our topic. 

What Kirn calls expressions of thought differ in Koreans and 

Arrericans. The Korean is seen as non-expressive which is a result of 

the Cbnfusian value of hiding one's feelings. For lack of infonnation 

from direct expression-verbal or NV--he develops "nunchi, " a sort of , 

special sense to interpret the other's disp::>sition while carefully 

avoiding the slightest imp::>liteness (this concept is evidently hard to 

grasp for a Westerner, despite Kim's explanation). The Korean 

expresses himself ITOre subtly and indirect. He thinks fran the general 

to the specific and solves problems on the ha.sis of errotions rather 

than reason. F.quality in personal relationships is rot a value in 

Korean culture. Relationships are vertical, hierarchical, and males 

and seniors daninate fe-nales and the young. As examples of Korean 

rranners, Kirn cites the custom of repeatedly refusing invitations 

before finally accepting. Koreans love drinking, rut to Arrerican eyes 

appear solenn and quiet when having a rreal. Making noises (chewing, 

sucking, smacking, belching), hc:Mever, is perfectly acceptable. All 

objects are handed to others with the left hand supporting the right. 

Failure to do ro is taken as an insult. Kim addresses cultural dif-

ferences regarding p;rivacy, gifts, and gestures. Privacy is oot a 

value in Korea, it canrnt even be translated into tie Korean language. 

Acmrdingly, lxxlily rontact is not avoided in this muntry as it is in 

the United States. Gifts are given by subordinates to superiors and 

srould not be opened in the presence of the giver. Finally, exaIJl'les 
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of gesblres ?..re described that illustrate hcM Korean and Arrerican NV 

behavior o:'.:te...1 have Ue same fonn but ITEY convey corrpletely different 

neanings. 

Little, K.B. 

Otltural Variations in Social Schanata. JDUR!>JAL OF PERSrnALI'IY 
AND SOCIAL PSYCTJOlOGY, 1968, lo, l-7. 

Interaction distances ~re investigated for five cultural groups: 

l\rrericans, G_reeks, SouU1ern Italians, Swedes, and Soots. Each group 

ronsisted of 70 to 100 students, ooth males and females. The subjects 

were prese11ted with 19 interaction situations featuring nine item.s com-

bining variations in acquaintanceship and affective tone, six itans on 

superior-sulordinate relationships and four i tens representing intiJTEte 

vs. ronsultative interactions. The shldents were given b.D dolls-

nale dolls for the m:tles, female dolls for the fenales--and were asked 

to place t_}rt:>_se on a piece of pape_r in such a 1/Jay that they looked 

TE. lira 1 for each situation described. 

The results of the study sho.ved ronsiderable similarity arrong the 

five cul brres in the ordering of distances for the situations. Hc:Mever, 

there were rrarked differences acruss cultures in actual distances 

assigned. Ibth M2diterranean groups used smaller distances than the 

NorU1ern European groups. 'I11is finding ronfinns the rotion of tl1ese 

societies being cnntact and non-rontact oriented respectively. Surpris-

ing was U1e findjng that Jlroerican interaction distances were closer to 

tlnse of the Italians than to tlose of the NortJ1ern Europeans. 
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Shuter, R. 

A Field Study of Non-verbal Ccmrunication in Gemny, Italy, 
and the United States. CU-1MUNICATION IDNOGRAPHS, 44, 4, 298-305. 

Shuter's study of NV ccmrunication in GernB.ny, Italy, and the United 

States concentrates specifically on three aspects: , interaction distance, 

axis (orientation to.-rcrrd or away fran eachother), and touching ~vior. 

Fonrer proxenic research in these cultures has been JTDstly qualitative 

and has resulted in the ccmronly accepted belief that Italians form 

a contact oriented society, as o~sed to Gennans and Arrericans. 

Shuter not only examines this belief but also introduces a new 

variable: sex of the interactants. Observations were made of male/ 

ITB.le, rnale/fenB.le and fenB.le/female interaction pairs in Venice Mastre, 

Italy, Heidelberg, Gerneny and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Shuter's rnain conclusion is that the cultures examined are so 

culturally diverse that they cannot be classified as either contact 

or noncontact oriented. In fact, the results of the study suggest 

that sex of the interactants may be a rrore significant factor than 

culture. 

Watson, D.M. & Graves, T.D. 

Quantitative Research in Proxemi.c Behavior. AMERICAN ANI'HOOPO
IDGISI', 1966, 68, 971-985. 

Watson and Graves' study on proxenics was based on Hall 's 'M)rk in this 

area of NV behavior (1955, 1959, 1963) • Hall provided both theoretical 

and anecdotal material on proxemics but did not present any empirical 

data. This investigation of American and Arab NV behavior was designed 

to make up for that lack. It was hypothesized that Arab and American 
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proxemic behavior VJOuld be significantly different, and that these 

differences v..u..ild be greater than tlose between Arrerican regional 

subgroups and Arab regional sub:Jroups. The subjects ronsisted of 16 

Arabs--four each fran Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Republic, Iraq, 

and Kuwai t--and 16 Arrericans--four each from New York/New Jersey, 

Colorado, california, and the Midwest. While the subjects ronversed 

for, a tine-span of five minutes, observations were made in five of 

Hall's eight categories of proxemic behavior (see Chapter One for nore 

detail): the sociofugal-sociopetal axis, kinesthetic factors, touch 

rode, visual code, and the voice-loudness scale. 

The results showed that the Arab subjects confronted each other 

nore directly than the .Arrericans, rroved closer together, were rrore apt 

to touch while talking, looked each other nore directly in the eye, and 

conversed in louder tones. There was marked harogenei ty within the 

Arab and Arrerican subgroups. All of these results are consistent with 

Hall's earlier findings. 
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PARALANGUAIB 

Beier, Ernst G. & Zautra, Alexander, J. 

Identification of '%cal Ccmm.mication of Errotions Across CUltures. 
JOURNAL OF CDNSULTING AND CLINICAL PSY010LOGY, 1972, 39 (1), 166. 

This study was oonducted to investigate the degree to which erotive 

messages ronvey inforrration across cultures. Six errotions were 

expressed am audio taped: happy, fear, sad, anger, indifference, and 

flirt. The expressions were of four different lengths, ranging from 

one V>Drd to a sentence and had previously been judged by l>Jnericans as 

conveying the intended erotion. The subjects c:msisted of 52 Americans, 

55 Polish students, and 54 Japanese. The last two groups were tested 

in their rone country and were not acquainted with the English 

language. 

Results shewed a 53 percent agreanent arrong Polish subjects and a 

57 percent agreeffiPJlt arrong the Japanese. Agreanent with Arrerican 

ratings was 53 percent for the Polish and 48 percent for t'1e Japanese 

subjects, indicating that errotive messages can indeed be transmitted 

crosscul turally on the NV vccal channel. M:Jre detailed analysis of the 

results revealed that accuracy was higher for the foreign groups when 

the message was longer. In addition, for each group, sorre enotions 

seaned nore easily recognizable than others. Where the Arrericans 

reoognized with decreasing accuracy happy, anger, flirt, indifferenre, 

fear, sad; the order for the Polish subjects read angry, indifference, 

fear, sad, happy, flirt; and for the Japanese it was sad, indifferenre, 

anger, fear, happy, flirt. The fact that the nore p::>sitive errotions 

were least recngnized by b::>th foreign groops p::>ses interesting questions 

as tD the p::>ssible cultural influences at play here. 



Creider, Chet A. 

Intonation, Tone Groups, and Body MJtion in 1u:> Conversation. 
ANTHRJPOIDGICAL LINGUISTICS, 1978, 20, 7, 327-339. 

Luo is an African language spoken by several million people living 
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along the eastern shores of lake Victoria in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. 

Creider's analysis of Luo is quite technical and evidently directed 

toNard a linguistic audience. In this article, however, he stresses 

the imp:>rtance of NV factors that ac~y language such as context, 

intonation, and bcxly novement. 

Tre article ronsists of four parts, the first three of which are 

mainly concerned with the particular pattern of word stress, enphasis, 

tone groups, and tone and intonation in Luo conversation. Polysyllabic 

"'-Drds in I.uo usually have one stressed syllable. This stress is dif-

ferent fran that used for emphasis. Tone groups can be distinguished 

as a writ of language between words and sentences. In a thoroughly 

analyzed conversation, the tone gruups averaged four to eight words 

each. Tone groups are recognizable by stress on the final item, pitch 

pattern changes, and a short pause following each group. 

In the fourth part of the article, two types of bc<ly novement 

are described that acc::rnpany speech, gaze direction (tcMard or away 

from the listener) and the raising or lowering of bcxly parts. Creider 

refers here to Efron's distinction between batons and ideographic 

rrovenents on the one hand and gestures with objective content on the 

other (see Chapter One). In Loo conversation baton novenents arotmd, 

especially as associated with tone groups. f'bvernents with objective 

content alro occur frB:jtlently. The ideographic type, lx:Mever, is rare 
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or absent. Creider warns against accepting this pattern as universal, 

because recent research has shown that the baton ITDvane..;-: is a.J.rrost 

entirely absent in other languages, such as Eskirro. 

Hall, Edward T. 

, 

The Anthrupology of Marmers. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 1954, 192, 
85-89. 

In this article, Hall presents his audience for the first tirre with his 

troughts on t."'V behavior. He stresses the importance of "knCMing the 

rranners" of a foreign people when cx:rnmmicating crosscultrrally. 

Extensive eY..amples are given for many nationalities in ill three cate-

gories of NV behavior: kinesics, proxemics, and paralinjliistics. In 

a deli ti on, he focuses on cultural differences in the use of tine and in 

the habit of calling :p20ple by name. Fbr a theoretical framework as 

v.>ell as additional examples in several of the above categories the 

reader is referred to Hall's later work. 

Hall, E.T. & Whyte, W.F. 

Interrultural G:mmunication: A Guide to M:?n of Action. HUMAN 
ORGANIZATION, 1960, 19, 5-20. 

This article is purely practical in its approach and is written for the 

growing poµilation of Arrerican business people ronfronted with cross-

cultural situations. Varying sources of rnisrormrunication between 

people with varying cultural backgroonds are revi~. Next to the 

influence of cultural rules, custcms, and values, Hall discusses the 

follc:Ming NV categories: para.language and kinesics, touching, use of 

time, significance of place, and use of space. All of these categories 
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are illustrated with useful examples. 

A significant differeoce between American and Arab paralanguage 

is the loudness of the voice. loudness o::mrntes sincerity and strength 

in the Arab w:>rld, but can easily be interpreted as a sign of aggres-

sion by Americans. Of course the reverse is true, the American voice 

level mcry cnnvey weakness or deviousness tn the Arab. Status differ-

ences in the Arab culture influence loudness,and respect for superiors 

is signalled by lowering the voice. 

Differences in kinesics are illustrated with the a:::mtrast 

between Anglo-Saxon stiff-upper-lip behavior and uninhibited erotion 

expression in the Middle East. Fbr a gro,.m man to weep or smut or 

otherwise "fail" to a:>ntrol his errotions is a normal sight for the Arab 

but still seen as a loss of face in our culture. 

On the subject of proxemics, Hall uses the example of the Latin 

Americans' use of space. The North American's normal interaction 

distance is significantly greater than that of the Latin Arrerican. 

During crosscul tural interaction the North American JTB.y feel threatened, 

while the Latin Arrerican feels treated with distance and coldness. 

1'bst of the above described behaviors occur without the interactants 

being aware of them and are therefore prbre rources of crosscultural 

miscormunication. 

Kirch, M. 

Nonverbal G:::mmmication Across Cul tu.res. MJIEm LANGUACE JOumAL, 
1979, 63, 8, 416-423. 

This article was written to a:mvey the significance of krowledge of 

NV o::::mrunication in learning a foreign language. It aims to carpare 
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and contrast Arre.rican NV comnunication with that of several Western 

European cultures. A brief overview is given of different categories 

of NV cnrrmunication, rut the usefulness of this article lies nostly in 

its abundance of examples. 

Particularly interesting is Kirch's description of the variants 

in use of space by the Arrericans, French, and Germans. He describes 

French culture as characterized by centralization. The streets of the 

cities radiate out fran the center like the spokes of a wheel. This 

pattern is also found in France's centralized educational system and in 

the French rosiness enterprise where the l:oss' desk is in the middle of 

the rcx:rn surro.mded by those of his imnediate subordinates. Of course, 

the Frenclman's use of public space as a place to socialize (e.g. 

sidewalk cafe's) is in sharp contrast to that by Arrericans. In personal 

interaction, the French face each other directly, stand close and touch 

frequently and they often feel they are treated with indifference by 

Arre.ricans wto do not show these behaviors. The Germans, Kirch says, 

are even nore aloof than the Arrericans. Privacy and property are sacred. 

At heme and in the office doors are kept closed. 

Other aspects of NV a:mnunication described and illustrated by 

Kirch are: gesb.rres and kinesics (considered separate categories), 

chronemics (use of ti.Ire) and paralanguage. 

r-brsbach, H. 

Aspects of tbnverbal Corrm.mication in Japan. JOUR'lliL OF NERVOUS 
AND MEl'ITAL DISEASE, 1973, 157, 262-277. 

This interesting article starts out with a revieN of possible historical 

and social reasons for the irrrp:)rtance of NV behavior in Japan. Japan's 
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racial and cultural horrogeneity--due to prolonged isolation--could be 

one reason. Zen-buddhism with its de-emphasis on verbalization, and 

the Tokugawa period (1603-1867) with its highly prescribed behavior 

may have been additional influences. 'As social factors are mentioned 

the i_rnp:)rtance of social rank, the close physical nother-child relation

ship and the intragroup solidarity of the Japanese. Fact is that NV 

ccmm.mication in Japan is in many cases quite different, ooth qualita

tively and quantitatively, from that of Western cultures. 

M'.)rsbach gives exclusive examples of NV behavior in all of our 

categories: kinesics, proxenics and paralanguage. Many Japanese 

gesb.lres are designed to allcw ideas to be transmitted which would be 

offensive when verbalized. Sane of these are obvious to the Westerner, 

while others are a:::mpletely different, and a third group-a frequent 

source of ronfusion--shares form but not meaning with Western gestures. 

The mention of the smile to hide displeasure touches up:m rut makes not 

explicit Ekman's notion of display rules. Errotions can be nasked with 

other arotions or with cnmplete neutrality. The expressionless face, 

as a sign of self-control, is thought of very highly in Japan. 

Japanese paralanguage follcws the p:i.ttern of the Japanese language 

in prescribing different foTITEts depending on (a) whether one talks to 

a superior, to an inferior, or to an equal and (b) whether one talks 

a.tout a superior, about an inferior, or al::out an e::plal. Another 

Japanese phenanenon is the use of w:::irds, nosily by fenales, as a kind 

of "polite patter," which is practically withrut rontent and can there

fore be classified as a oorderline case of paralanguage. A well known 

sublinguistic utterance is of murse the frequent hissing denoting 
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deference, but also used as a rreans of gaining tirre (the "er ... " in 

English) . Lastly, the Japan2se rrakes much rrore use of silences in his 

interaction with others. 

The use of space in Japan is significantly different from that of 

Western cultures. In the Japanese roan, the edges are kept clear 

recause everything takes place in the middle. The Japanese family 

lives very close together, as the habit of sleeping together illu

strates. Up to the age of ten, the yorngest child sleeps with the 

nother, the one but youngest with the father, and physical privacy 

(probably as cpposed to nental privacy) seems of little irrportance. 

On the other hand' behavior retween people in a public setting is 

very distant and irrq::ersonal. Being inside or outside the familiar 

group dictates radically different interaction rehavior. This is a 

fascinating and valuable article for any psychotherapist who expects 

to be dealing with Japanese clients. 

In this chapter, 41 books and articles have been reviewed con

taining information on kine sic, proxemic, and paralinguistic patterns 

in nore than 35 \\Orld regions. 

The next chapter will discuss the conclusions that can re drawn 

f rorn this variety of naterial and present suggestions for continued 

research. 



OLZ\PI'ER IV 

CCNCLUSICN 

Summary and Concluding Rerrarks 

This thesis has presented an overview of current thought on 

ronverbal human behavior and its variations in different cultures. 

This field is still relatively undefined as no science as yet has 

taken it under its wing. Linguists, anthroix>logists, psychologists 

and physiologists have differing scientific approaches and goals, 

and the resulting bo:Jy of research does not fonn a consistent whole. 

The present study was designed to organize the available IT\Clterial 

with one interest group in mind, psycrotherapists dealing with foreign 

clients. 

NV behavior has always been a valuable source of .infonnation 

for therapists, especially when concerning the client's errotional 

state. It can easily becane a source of misunderstanding, though, 

when the therapist reacts suboonsciously to the NV signals. Such 

faulty interpretations are rrore likely when different cul b.l.res are 

involved. In order to turn a source of misunderstanding into a 

valuable therapeutic tool nore awareness is needed of NV cx:rnmunication 

and hcM it is influenced by culture. It is hoped that the present study 

will help therapists mild such awareness, in providing them with a 

personal research guide. 

Chapter I and II of this study provided a cngnitive fra:rrework for 

the bibliography presented in Chapter III. Prevalent thoories on 
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errotion and NV behavior were reviewed in the first chapter, while the 

second focused in on the cultural perspective. It was found that 

crosscul tural research started over a century ago with Darwin' s w.Jrk 

on "errotion expression" (a tenn later replaced by "NV behavior"). 

'Ihroughout the years two factions developed arrong the scientists deal-

ing with this topic. There were those who felt that errotion expression 

was innate and universal, and those who believed in its cultural 
' 

relativity. Chapter II foll~d these trends into rro1ern tirres and 

discussed their influence on contenporary research. 

An annotated bibliography was presented in Chapter III, reviewing 

material on kinesic, proxemic, and paralinguistic patterns in various 

cultures. Though V\estern Europe, Japan and the Arab world were fre-

qtEntly selected research sites, nore than 35 cultural regions were 

addressed all in. 

With the exception of studies on facial expression, nost of the 

research shc:Med cultural differences in NV behavior. Errblenatic ges-

tu.res seerred to vary nost narkedly, but differences in postures, eye 

contact and proxemic factors were also found. Crosscul tural experi-

nents on facial expression suggested nore universal traits, though expres-

sions of disgust, fear and surprise were often judged as anbiguous. 

It is evident then that cultural backgrmmd does play an irrportant 

role in the fornation of NV behavior. At the sane tirre there seem to 

be SO!lE signals that are shared worldwide. 'W2 can recognize srneone's 

pain, be it kinsrran or stranger, without looking in a NV dicticnary. 

Then again, sare of the consciously used hand gestures of the Arab or 

the French:rran may not tell us anything at all. The solution seems to 
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lie in the acknowledgerent of different e.xpression types. '111e term 

NV behavior covers a lTl.1ltitude of acts that have not mllch nnre in 

ccmron than that they are not-verbal, a broad definition indeed. Uni

versalists like Ekmm and Eibesfeldt have recognized this fact by building 

theoretical frarrev.Drks that categorize NV acts. According to them sare 

NV behaviors are learned, while others are innate or programred to develop. 

In its effort not to exclude any expressions that might prove to 

be enntional, this study will include a wide range of NV behaviors. 

Although it has not been determined which of these are direct expressions 

of errotion and which of them play a different role, it seems evident 

that scrre are nnre connected to feelings than others. . '111e often 

unintentional expressions of the face seen JTDre erotional than a highly 

intricate gesture language. can it be then that erotion expressions are 

basically universal and other NV signals culturally learned? All of 

this is just conjecture and much nore research will be needed to decide 

the i:oint. 'l11ough the need for nore crosscultural research is evident, 

less a{:tention has been given to tile nethoos such investigations employ. 

'111e next section will briefly touch ui:on this issue. 

A note on Research ~thcx1s 

Being a prcx1uct of a young science, the reviewed material was 

quite heterogenous. Literature ranged fran personal irrpressions of 

perceptive observers to carefully conducted scientific projects, and 

even within that last category results scnetines contradicted each other. 

Hall's notion of non-contact oriented Norili American society was contra

dicted by the results of e>.."perirrents by Little, Shuter, and Forston 

and Larson. Similarly, Klineberg's study of Chinese literature showed 
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results that Opp'.)sed the conclusions of Ekman and Izard, and Izard's 

fiJi'ling - supported by Kilbride - that the p:isiHve enntions seem nore 

easily recognized than the negative ones conflicted with the findings 

of Beier and Zautra. Part of the reason for such µ.izzling results can 

be found in the widely different research designs. One basic difference 

was tl1at between encoding and deccxling formats. The subjects were asked 

t~ imagine certain situations and to express their errotions nonverbally. 

These encoding expressions were then canpared between cultures. In a· 

decoding fonTBt subject were asY.ed to interpret expressions of others; 

JTBtching ilian with erotion words frcrn ~ given list. The first approach 

can generate problems by using a situation to illicit an erroticr.1; while 

such "illicitors" themselves are knCMn to be anong tile cultural influences 

under investigation. \-Jilli the second nethod tile researcher gets easily 

involved in cc:mplex language problans. If the subject can chCXJse his ovn 

WJrrlt, ilien haw can t..l)ese be given a culture-free interpretatio::1? If tile 

subject is given a preconceived list of errotions, JTBtters only <;iet worse. 

Ille research designs also were different in the materials tlley 

employed. Scne investigators lCXJked at a culture's prcx:luct, such as 

books and drawings, instead of directly observing its people. Infer

ences fran this kind of material have to be made with care. In other 

studies dolls or paper silhouettes were used to have tile subject encode 

NV behavior. It is of course questionable if the resi:nnses \..10uld have 

been tile sarre in real-life situations. For deccxling pt.lIJX)Ses photographs 

we.re frequently chosen, though Ct.1'.:leloglu (1967) made a strong case for 

his stylized drawings. Other issues regarding deccxling ~re the pre

ferabi lity of sp::mtaneous vs. sinulated expressions, and the IXJSsibly 
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higher realistic value of rroving film fragments. 

Only with time and a Jot rrore research can we determine what the 

best approaches are. Orr methods are all products of a Western perspec

tive. Until we start to understand other cultures better the best 

tactics will be to understand our awn, and to illiminate fran our 

research as many cultural assumptions as possible. 

suggestions for Future Research 

Though the present study has been thorough, it has not been canplete. 

'Ihe Hum3n Relations Area Files f onn one pralrising source of documentation 

not explored by this auth::>r. The material contained in the HRAF excerpts 

has been coc3ed for certain categories of infonnation. Since none of these 

categories define our topic precisely such a search will be a time consum

ing matter. Of particular interest w:>uld also be a search for experiments 

by non-Western scientists conducted in their h:rne country. SUch material 

w:>uJd give '~estern theorists an idea of the cultural assumptions inherent 

in American and Western Ellropean research designs. 

Atove all, hcMever, more practical field research is needed. Fran 

the material in our bibliography it is apparent that quantitative research 

has been rrost productive in areas where sane theory building has already 

taken place. Poth field observations and theoretical 'v.Drk are needed 

ccrnparing NV behavior between cultures and exploring their subcultural 

trends, an imIX>rtant area that was not addressed in this thesis. In the 

course of such research, meth::>ds and approaches have to be tested con

tinually for their hidden cultural assumptions. 

Another field that needs further exploring is that of cultural 

differences in arotions and arotion concepts. Several erotions have 
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been recognize-J. as furrlarrental to Western cultures (Tank.ins, 1962, 

Izard, 1968). TI-1e happy-sad distinction certainly generated few pro

blems crossculturally, but fear and surprise were ronfused in sane 

cultures and rontanft was rot always recognized. An interestif'B sbldy 

rorrlucted by Leff (1973) suggests that developed a::mntries slx:M a 

greater differentiation of errotional states than developif'B rountries. 

Not only can the number of errotions differ, the roocepblal fr~rk 

itself can be culturally determined. Such a difference can be illustrated 

carparing the rolor range we are used to with that of the ancient 

Greeks wln coded rolors in tenns of their brightness; dark, pale, and 

bright were rrore real to then than red, green, and blue. The dimen-

sional throry of errotion would appear to be a particularly pranising 

approach in unrovering such culturally detennined em::>tion cx:mcepts. 

Crosscultural research on em::>tion, em::>tion coocepts, and em::>tion 

expression should all help to briJ"B al:out rrore krowledge of cultural 

influences on NV behavior. Fbr psychotherapists of the future this will 

hopefully mean that specialized trainiTB programs will becx:ro? available 

as part of their professional education.* Such programs rould focus on 

each specific culture and present filned or taped material on its NV 

behavior as one aspect of this society's way of life. In the meantime 

it will be helpful to be aware of tow our own cultural background has 

fol'.TIBd our perception. Only by recognizin:J and questionirg our own cul

tural assumptions can we be open to the inner world of other cultures, 

and start to rreet the danan:ls of successful crosscultural psychotherapy. 

*Seninars in anaiysis of (culturally urrlifferentiated) l::ody rrove
ment are available at The Institute of N::mverbal ctmnunication Research 
and the Laban Institute of 1-bvenent Sbldies in Nerw York. 
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